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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume waxy' N-o. 70 In Ow 96th Year Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon March 24, 1975
_Irs A SIBOAT5 A PLANE — Would you believe an Easter Egg? This the scene 1tuiday afternoon has hundreds of
East"( tgglizontaining bargains galore were dropped on the parking lot of he Bel Air Shopping Center.
SUM Photo by Dave Celaya
Tornado Strikes Atlanta
This Morning,Three Dead
ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) — Three persons
were killed and scores injured when a tor-
nado swept across homes and businesses
in northwest Atlanta early today, police
said. The governor's mansion suffered
heavy damage in the twister.
"What we're doing now is evacuating all
Tornado watches were declared for wide
areas of Kentucky Sunday night and dam-
aging winds swept over western parts of
the state as severe weather moved through
the area.
A tornado watch remained in effect for
portions of southern Kentucky early this
morning.
However, tornado watches for western
and central Kentucky as well as for Boone
County in Northern Kentucky Itere-eith-'—
celed last night.
State Police at Mayfield reported that
winds blew down trees during a thun-
derstorm in southern Graves County.
An early report attributed the damage to
a tornado, but no evidence of a twister was
found upon investigation. The National
Weather Service said the thunderstorm
had no particularly severe weather.
Elsewhere, hail was reported in a thun-
derstorm in the Horse Cave area and
severe thunderstorms struck east of
Lexington in Anderson and Woodford
counties.
Cloudy and Cooler
Partly cloudy and cooler tonight, low in
the mid to upper 30s. Mostly cloudy and
cool Tuesday, high in low to upper 40s.
Outlook Wednesday through Friday:
Clear and cool Wednesday. Warmer with
chance of rain Thursday and Friday. High
Wednesday in the 40s, warming into the 60s
by Thursday and Friday. Lows in the 20s
Wednesday and in the 30s and 40s Thur-
sday and Friday.
these damaged buildings. We're con-
centrating on life now," said Deputy Po-
lice aid A. T. Hornsby. "We're looking
for more victims."
The twister struck at the beginning of
the morning rush hour.
At least 50 persons were treated at
hospitals, and numerous others suffered
cuts and bruises as the twister tore off
roofs and battered out windows in a
widespread area, authorities said.
Gov. George Busbee reportedly was in
the shower when the tornado thundered
across the ;1.4 million, two-story mansion.
He screamed for his family to get to the
center of the house. No one was injured.
Busbee said the hualiaed columns in
the front of the eight-year-old Greek
Revival structure were blown down and
sections of the roof were ripped off. One of
the columns was sent crashing through an
unoccupied upper-floor bedroom window,
he said.
-All of the front part of the mansion has
been destroyed. The main walls are in-
tact," Busbee said. "Over half the trees
have been blown over and destroyed.
There was very severe damage to the
mansion and the grounds but no injuries."
"I heard a roar and knew something was
hitting," he said. "Some. I think, saw the
tornado coming before it hit. It was 60 or 70
feet above the ground."
One man was killed when a collapsing
wall crushed his automobile, police said.
The storm winds shattered windows and
ripped off roofs in the Perry Homes, a
public housing area. Mayor Maynard
Jackson toured the area and pledged to
seek federal disaster aid.
-What makes this even worse is that
these are poor people," he said.
A number of school children from the
Perry Homes area suffered minor cuts
when the windows of their school bus shat-
tered. The driver had shouted a warning
for the children to lie on the floor.
"I heard the wind and I looked out the
window and I saw this big red thing," said
18-year-old Kin) Moss. "I saw a car fly
through the air."
Two MoieTrovincial Capitals
Overrun In South Vietnam Today
-
SAIGON, South Vietnam (AP) — Tank- nam at a point 300 miles northeast of
led North Vietnamese forces overran two Saigon.
more provincial capitals today and In Cambodia, rebel forces overran a key
isolated On Nang, South Vietnam's sehond base guarding the Phnom Penh airport
largest city. and another government position 18 miles
The North Vietnamese advance cut off west of Phnom Penh, killing scores of
















PEDIATRICS SYMPOSIUM—Three of the principals (seated right) involved in a
free symposium on the sick newborn in the Department of Nursing at Murray
State University listen during one of the presentations. They are (left to night Dr
Billy F. Andrews, chairman of the Department of Pediatrics at the University of
Louisville School of Medicine and chief of staff at Children's Hospital in Louisville
Dr. Clegg Austin, Murray pediatrician who was instrumental in bringing the sym-
posium to the lackson Purchase; and Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman of the Department
of Nurang at Murray State. Co-sponsoring the symposium Mr physicians, nurses
and other health personnel were the U of E School of Medicine, the Department
of Nursing on the campus and the Kentucky Department of Human Resources.
But the U.S. airlift of rice, ammunition and
fuel resumed after a twoday suspension.
The South Vietnamese provincial
capitals that fell were Quang Ngai and
Tam Ky. The old imperial capital of Hue,




Art Lee is the first incumbent City
Councilman to file for re-election in the
May 27 primary here, according to County
Clerk Marvin Harris.
Lee is the third Democrat to file for
council in the primary; Billy Salentine
and Loyd Arnold have already filed for a
seat on the body.
Lee, a resident of 1316 Main, will run in
Ward A. He is currently serving his first
term on City Council.
April 2 is the last day for candidates to
file for election in the May primary, ac-
cording to Harris. April 28 is the last day
for new voters to register in order to vote
in the next election. Registration books for
voters will be closed from April 29 through
June 3.
The closing of the books is necessary in
order to get voter information to Frankfort
for computerizing, according to Harris.
Layoff Announced
At Tappan Plant
Company officials at the l'AllurraY
division of Tappan Manufacturing have
announced the layoff of ten company
employes at the local plant. •
The layoff, which will be effective March
31, was blamed on continuing economic
conditions industry-wide.
off, and the only way of resupplying gover-
nment forces in Da Nang is by air and
boat.
On Nang, a major military headquar-
ters, is where the first U.S. forces landed
in 1965. It then served as a major U.S. air
base and headquarters for a U.S. Marine
division. It normally has a population of
500,000, but this has been swollen to more
than double its size by 600,000 refugees.
See Vietnam, Page 12)
The Harlem Globetrotters, the world's
most famous sports team, are coming to
Murray on Tuesday, April 15 for one game
at the MSU fieldhouse at 7:30 p. m. The
event is sponsored by the Murray Jaycees
and proceeds will be used to provide a
scholarship to MSU and charitable causes.
Enjoying their 49th season, the Trotters
have earned the reputation as "The
World's Greatest Family Entertainment."
Four generations have laughed and
marveled at that special combination of
basketball skills and court comedy that is
symbolic of the fabulous Globetrotters.
This year the Trotters are truly
something special. AS stars of their new
Saturday morning series on CBS
television, the Magicians of Basketball
have gained many new fans and added a
new dimension to their already legendary
talents.
Over the years the tilobies have played
before more than 76 million people in 94
jotultries. Their travels have carried this'unusual team over eight million miles
around this world of ours,
, At halftime of a Globetrotter game, fans
are treated to dazzling variety acts from
around the world. This special variety
show offering has become a well
remembered part of the Globetrotters'
presentation.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate and
House conferees met today to iron out dif-
ferences between their versions of a multi-
billion-dollar tax cut and predictions that
Congress will complete action on a com-
promise by Wednesday.
They were joined by Secretary of the
Treasury William E. Simon and his chief
tax aides. The conferees and their tax staff
experts gathered in a small meeting room
just off the House chamber. After posing
for pictures, they ordered the doors closed.
"We'll try to finish today if possible,"
said Rep. Al (011man, 1)-Ore., chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee
and head of the House confereees. He said
it would be a tough conference.
._ .4 Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La., chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee and leader
of the Senate conferees, said he expected
controversial provisions on repeal of the
--- oil depletion allowance to be taken up last
• The final package to be sent to President
Ford Will total somewhere between the
$19.9 billion in cuts voted by the House and
the 833.1-billion package voted by the
Senate. It also may include a provision en-
ding the controversial oil depletion
allowance for major producers,
lawmakers.agreed,.
White House Press Secretary Ron
Nessen, speaking Sunday on CBS' "Face
the Nation," said Ford has not ruled out
the possibility a veto, although he will not
decide until he sees the final bill.
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dments to the tax bills were causing some
concern to the President.
"If they do send it up to the White
House) with amendments which have not
been considered and which don't have
anything to do with a clean and simple an-
tirecession tax cut, he has not ruled out a
veto," Nessen said.
Ford previously has come out against
repealing the oil depletion allowance. Such
a repeal, in varying forms, has been in-
cluded in both the Senate and House tax-
cut bills.
Ways and Means Committee Chairman
Al Ullman, appearing on ABC's -Issues
and Answers," said many amendments in
the Senate version cannot be justified and
predicted the conferees would eliminate
many Senate additions.
Ford held three meetings Sunday with
his economic advisers and congressional
leaders to talk about the tax-cut bills.
After meeting with Treasury Secretary
William E. Simon, economic adviser Alan
Greenspan and others, Ford met alone
with Ullman, and then met with Simon and
two Republican congressional leaders.
The congressional conferees arranged to
meet early today to speed action.
Congressional leaders insist neither house
will begin Easter recesses until the bill is
on its way to the White House.
Ullman told reporters he expects "a
long, tough conference" on the tax-cut bill
but confidently predicted a bill by Wed-
nesday. 
_
In the Senate, Democratic Leader Mike
Mansfield said "the prospects are good
that they the conferees) will be able to get
together by Wednesday" because they
face Holy Week recess deadlines.
The Senate version of the tax bill, passed
in the wee hours Saturday on a 60-29 vote,
provides most taxpayers with a rebate of
their 1974 taxes of between $120 and $240,
gives every Social Security recipient a $100
bonus payment, reduces the 1975 taxes of
virtually all individuals by $40 and
provides additional relief for families un-.
der the 820,000 gross income level that
itemize deductions.
In addition to $25.7 billion in tax cuts for
individuals, the Senate bill provides a $7.4-
billion reduction for businesses, mainly by .
raising the tax incentive for buying new
equipment.
It offsets the reductions somewhat by
repealing $3.8 billion in tax breaks for cor-
porations, mainly large oil companies.
L ocallTaxpayers To
Fork Up $14,874,000
Residents of Calloway County, as they
prepare for the April 15th tax deadline, are
once again becoming sharply aware of the
big bite the Government takes out of their
earnings. 
Last April their combined contributions
Murray Chief of Police Brent Manning to the Federal coffers added up to ap-
has returned from a 10-week police proximately $15,024,000.
training course at Eastern Kentucky And this year, for those who were fully
University employed throughout 1974 and were, in
The course included all types of Police most instances, earning more than they
training, from basic training, to in- had in 1973, the tax payments will be even-'-
vestigative procedures end narcotics larger than before. On the other hand,
orma non . those who were unemployed part of die—
The course is required by state time will be turning in less,
regulations for city officers, and entitles
Overall, the Administration expects thatthe officer involved to incentive pay from
state funds, its tax receipts will be somewhat smaller
than they were a year ago. Just how muchTwo more officers from Murray will
attend the course in April, and will be the .smaller is indicated in the new budget.
Nationally, it calls for about $203 billionlast of the local force who have not corn-
pleted the course. --in individual and employment taxes,
which is $2 billion less than was collected a
year ago.
Calloway County's share of this tax load
*as determined by an unofficial break-
down of the returns received in the past
year from the State of Kentucky as a
whole. The statewide total was
$1,727,000,000, reports the Treasury
Department.
Of this amount, local residents con-
tributed an estimated $15,024,000, or 0.87
percent of the total.
This year, reflecting the changes that
took place in 1974, their tax liability is
expected to be close to $14,874,000.
The expectation is that it will be con-
siderably less than that in the next year.
Just how much less is an open question at
the present time.
Both the President and the Congress
favors tax cut of sizeable proportions. The
purpose is to put more buying power into
the hands of consumers and thereby in-
duce them to spend more. That, in turn,
would put the wheels of industry into
higher gear and create more jobs.
Also proposed, with the same objective,
is a rebate on some of their 1974 tax
payments.
For the forthcoming fiscal year, per-
sonal income and employment taxes of
only $183 billion or so are called for in the
budget.
The cut, on that basis, would mean that
Calloway County taxpayers as a whole
- would have about 10 percent less to pay, all




Murray City Police investigated two
burglaries over the weekend, including
one at City Hall.
Murray City Firemen reported the
burglary of a vending machine located at
the fire station downtown. Taken were $9
In cigarettes, and $6 in change. Damage to
the machine was estimated at $25.
Police said the front of the machine was
pried off sometime Saturday night. An
investigation is continuing into the in-
cident.
Clyde McMullen, 110 Spruce, reported
the theft of two guns from his home over
the weekend. Taken were an automatic
pistol and automatic rifle. The total value
of the guns was $106. Police said entry was
gained by taking the lock off the door with
a screwdriver.
Geese Ausbie Of The Globetrotters
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Loyola Wyatt, Gusaie Adams,
Obera Stegner, Wallace Dowdy,
and Vernon Turner celebrated
their birthdays at the Senior
Citizens birthday party held
February 27 at the Ellis
Community Center'
Mrs. Joe Gertzen directed the
games with prizes being won by
Thrya Crawford, Pam Pryor,
7and Treva Washer.
Ice cream, cake, and coffee
were served by Medic Vaughn,
Verona Grogan, director of
Murray Senior Citizens and
Pam Pryor, university student.
Also in attendance were
Latta Boyd, Amy Wilson,
Florine Erwin, Elizabeth
James, Lela Culp, Hazel Locke,
Willie Mae Morton, Charlie
Marr, Mary Gupton, Flossie
Snow, Willie Emerson, Mildred
Barnett, Novie Hale, Edna
McReynolds, Lillie Farris,
Meda Jackson, _Mune Mat-
tingly, Lottie Bowden, Maggie
Paschall, Tommie Thorn, Mary
Lamb, Hildred Sharpe, Versie
Stubblefield, and Alan
Blaustein, Executive Director




Shriners from Rizpah Temple
as well as visiting Shriners from
thirteen other temples enjoyed
the festivities last weekend
which were culminated by the
Potentate's Ball held in the
activities building of the temple-- 
located at Madisonville, Ken-
tucky.
The Medina Temple Greeters
from Chicago held a cocktail
party at the Ramada Inn for
Potentate William E. Moffett
and his lovely lady Ruth Mof-
fett.
Saturday a reception and
cocktail party for visiting
Shrine dignitaries was held at
the Temple. A dinner was given
at 6:00 p. m. on Saturday
evening followed by the
Potentate's Ball which was held
from 9:00 p. m. to 1:00 a. m.
Music was furnished by the
-Eight Balls" an orchestra
made up of Shriners from
Nelda Temple, Lexington. The
orchestra plays modern tunes,
but specializes in music from
the -big band era."
Several local Shriners aided
Potentate Moffett, acting as
hosts at the reception. Both the
  Ramada Inn and Ate Holiday
Inn in Madisonville were used
JaK Shriners who came fromA bid for Cystic Frbrosis—Mrs. Richard Knight was
Senior Citizens celebrating. birthdays at the party hew at__ .,,Rhotographed by Mrs. Wilson Woolley as she vanrong
the Ellis Center were, left to right, Loyola Wyatt, Gussie auctioneer for the Kappa Crafts Auction held at the Kappa
. Adams, Obera Magner, Wallace Dowdy, and Vernon Turner. Department meeting.
Jane Galyen, R.
At _clinic Nurses
The first dinner meeting of
the nurses of the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic was held at the
Triangle Inn on Monday. March
10 at 6130 p. m.
An organization of nurses was
established and a chairwoman,
Penny Meade, and a secretary,
JoElla Chandler, were elected.
An in-service program was also
undated.
The guest speaker, Mrs. Jane
Galyen, R. N., Director of In-
Service and Continuing
Education at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and Con-
valescent Division, spoke on the




Those attending were: Bessie
Williams, Mary Roseman,
Debbie Houston, Juliet Duke,
Martha Hughes, Mrgie
Charlton, Carolyn Storn, Penny





Beale, Majorie Myers, Estelle
Johnson, Jo Ella Chandler, and
Ruth Holland.
Each month there will be a
dinner meeting with an
organization meeting as well as
inservice program.
Let Kirby Carpet Care professionally steam clean
your carpet.





Crafts Auction Sale By Kappas
Held For Cystic  Fibrosis Fund
An auction of handmade
crafts was held by the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at their March
Ilth meeting at the club house
with the proceeds to go to the
Cystic Fibrosis campaign for
Kentucky. Mrs. Richard Knight
served as auctioneer for the
event.
Mrs. Clyde Adkins, chairman,
conducted a business session
with the secretary's report by
Mrs. Ronald Babb and the
treasurer's report by Mrs.
David Lanier.
The Kappas voted to donate
the money raised from the
crafts auction to the Cystic
Fibrosis campaign for Ken-
tucky. The club also voted to
donate $50.00 to Kentucky
Educational Television.
Reports were made on
proposals for a cancer
screening machine and a
bicycle safety project.
Mrs. Jack Shell was
congratulated for being named
Outstanding DECA teacher.
Welcomed as new members
were Freda Steely and Mrs.
Eileen LePosa.
The inspiration was read by
Mrs. Georgians Moffitt.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Buddy Spann, James Stabler,
Ronald Babb, Don Grogan,
Harold Robertson, and George
Oakley.
Kay Morrissey, right, director and owner of Kentucky-
Southern Indiana Weight Watchers, was special guest at a
recent open meeting, attended by eighty-two persons, at
the first United Methodist Church. She was presented a
white orchid from Gene and jo's Florist. Mrs. Morrissey
presented a special pin to a local girl who had lost fifty-two
pounds. Legal punch was served by loan Coles, Clerk, left,





753-8715 — Southside Shopping Center
some distance to pay their
respects to the new Potentate.
Those attending from the
Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club were as follows:
Messrs. and Mesdames Jack
Persall, Freed Cotham, Buford
Hurt, Ralph Moms, Woodrow
Dunn, Milton Jones, Bruce
Wilson, Harlan Ford, John L.
Williams, Joe Dean Watkins,
Roy Folsom, Ronald Hutchison,
Edward Stacey, and-James C.
Williams. -
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Permit were Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Hughes of Owensboro.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
William E. Moffett
Potentate Rizpah Temple
C. Williams were Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Beckman---41- Morroco--
Temple.
Unable to attend because of





Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Doug Noel who lost their trailer
and contents by fire will be held
at Trenholrn's at eight p. m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. m.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Calloway
County Public Library at seven
p.m.
LaLeche League will meet
with Mrs. Dewey Yates, 908
North 16th Street, at eight p. m.
Tuesday, March 25
Memorial Baptist Church
Mission Group will meet with
Mrs. Willie Garland at two p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a_
m. for Senior Citizens activities.
Tuesday, March 25
Murray Quota Club will meet
at noon at the Triangle Inn
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Wednesday, March 28
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30
a.m. Make reservations by




Mission Group will meet with
Mrs. Myrtle Cayce at seven
p.m.
  Saturday, March 29
Mr. and Mrs. Will
-Weatherford will be honored at
Ian open house for their golden
wedding anniversary at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Verner
Moody from five to nine p.m.
North Elementary students taking part in the play at the PTC
meeting were, left to right, front row, Kevin Adams, Brad Haley,
Russell Usher, Nickie Kirkland, Bruce Lamb, Kenneth Bazzell,
back row, Teresa Parker, Yvonne Pritchett, Allan McClard,
Jenne C'hristenberry, Melissa Manning, and Renee Butler.
The North Elementary
Parent-Teacher Club held its
March meeting at the school's
commons area with the
president, Mrs. Greta Gargus,
presiding and Rev. Charles
Yancy of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church giving the
devotion.
A play, "The Toothache
Mystery," was presented by the
third grade classes of
Mesdames Nancy Lovett, Alice
Humph. ays. and L. K. Pinkley
Taking part were Allen
McClard, Melissa Manning,
Teresa Parker, Brad Haley,
Nickie Kirkland, Bruce Lamb,
Mylinda Mitchell, Russel
Usher, Renee Butler, Yvonne
Pritchett, Jenne Christenberry,
Kevin Adams, and Kenneth
Barzell.
The room count was won by
A Consumer Tip
frorn Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
You can buy ham more
wisely if you know the mean-
ing of the terms on the label.
UK Extension foods special-
ists list the following defini-
tions: "Cured" hams have
been processed with a pickle
cure that acts as a preserva-
tive and adds flavor. "Cured
and smoked" hams have been
smoked as well as cured and
then partially or fully
cooked. "Canned" hams have
been cured and fully' 
cooked-some must be
refrigerated white others are-
shelf-stable until the can has
been opened, so check the
label to make sure which kind--
you are buying.
We may be great with customers, but we're
tough on ourselves.
We'll do more to make sure your
clothes come back really clean with that
like-new feel. We'll remove those spots and
stains. Get out that deep-down, unseen dirt.
Make colors brighter. And roll lapels.
We don't forget the little things either.
Like replacing missing or broken buttons.
Eliminating double creases. Unsticking stuck
zippers. Sewing loose hems. And leaving
linings wrinkle-free.
If we didn't maintain the highest
standards in the drycleaning business we
wouldn't qualify to be a
Sanitone drycleaner.
After all, when you
look good, we look good.





Reports were given by Mrs.
Toni Jones and Mrs. Janice
Graham. New officers will be
elected In April.
Cookies and drinks were
served by the third grade home
room mothers.
The next meeting will be held
April 7 at seven p.m. with the
second grade home room
-mothers in charge of refresh-
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2 Piece Suits ea $159
Ring an) number You niusl present this
coupon when sou bring your cleaning to
Floone's (leaner,
Coupon Goad Thru
 Mat, 31, 1975 
COUPON SAVINGS —'
Ladies
t 1Plain Dresses ..... I
Bring any number You must present













































































































Degrees Received By Sixteen Persons In FBLA
The regular meeting of the
Murray Vocational Chapter of
Future Business Leaders of
America was held Monday,
March 3, with Janet Williams,
president, presiding.
The Decorating Committee
reported that the Bicentennial
theme they chose for decorating
the Regional Hall had been
approved. The Red Cross
Committee reported that they
had finished typing the donation
cards for Murray State.
The Degree Committee
reported that 16 members had
successfully received their





FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 25, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 ir
Stars present a quiet picture.
Inject a bit of pelp into activities
where needed. Incentive can be
tailored to meet top require-
ments.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be guided by logic in stiess
_periods. Glvt anxiety no
quarter. Be prepared to cope-
with some minor obstacles
which may appear.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Crush any desire to postpone
important moves. Strike while
the time is propitious sind the
opposition is off balance.
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23) e(:)
Some changes or adjustments
may be necessary. If so, handle
in your usual philosophical
manner.. Where you should
stand pat, however, be
but with tact.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23i J2fg
Mixed influences. You may
have a desire to do something
"different" but, before you do,
be certain it will be to your
advantage.
VIRGO
Aug . 24 to Sept. 23) 1191 1.
Certain changes of plan may
be suggested. Discuss fully and
agree only if they seem truly
feasible. Don't cause needless
controversy, however.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
A sudden flash of intuition ins
romantic matter will be right on
target. Follow through and
recent barriers to happiness
will fall.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Never mind the odds against
you Keep working toward your
objectives. There is always a
way for the imaginative, op-
114*
7,7
timistic worker. And you are
that!
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Do not pay too much attention
if associates seem difficult.
Some persons may be "edgy"
now, so don't take unseemly
action personally.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id
You could launch a new
venture how if you have given it
eareful thought. A good day for
promoting, advertising your
wares; in general, to press on to
better things.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Eine influences stimulate
your ingenuity, creativity and
Tonya Carroll, Vickie Cun-
ningham, Theresa Fortner,
Libby Frodge, Rida Hicks,
Debbie Lee, Cindy Leslie,
Donna McMullin, Mary Pace,
Cindy Tripp, Slaerry Vaughn,
Jean Walker, and Paula
The group discussed the
Regional to be held on April 3s1
Murray State. The president
announced that different
committees Would be working
after school from now until time
for Regional. Each one was
reminded to turn in their $2.00
Regional Registrational Fee.
A discussion of penalizing
members for not attending the
regular meetings was held.
Following the meeting, Debra
Billington, Vice-President,
presented a skit on the Red,
White, and Blue and passed out
Bicentennial puzzles to the
members.
Refreshments were served.
Bone Up on Soup
Familiarity with the wide
variety of beef cuts is im-
portant in identifying good
buys. But what about the
beef bone? We know ham
bones make a delicious soup
base; the same holds for beef
bones. They're often avail-
able at the meat counter
nowadays, or you can ask
the market man for them.
personality. Be careful, It's what's inside that counts,
however, not to go to extremes' - for the marrow produces that
in anything You undertake. — -good beef *aver. -k-eisite -bone -
PISCES plus a modest amount of beef
for stew or ground or left-
over beef, in combination
with vegetables, provides a
hearty soup to be served as
the main entree. It's another
way to stretch beef flavor
YOU BORN TODAY art 
and the food dollar.
endowed with a tremendous
enthusiasm for life, boundless
energy and an outstanding gift
of leadership. You are both
artistic and practical; tolerant
and broad-minded; ex-
ceptionally versatile in your
talents. You have a great love of
beauty and, even if you do not
follow one of the arts as a
career, will almost inevitably
choose one as an avocation.
Music could be one of the finest
outlets for your talents, but
other fields in which you could
attain eminent success include
politics, the theater and
science. Curb a tendency to
speak without thinking at
times; also an inclination to
strike out at those whom you
feel have slighted you in any






MARe Holds Two Special Meets
Mr. and Mrs. David Nance Are
Honored At Shower At Mayfield
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
More gains indicated than you
anticipate. But there will be
SOME obstacles so pick your





Open House and Workshop
A 1.00. 0..i PM CAA, /5
a
Easter Sale
10% to 20% off
TO% Off Long Dresses
Good Selection of dresses
and sportswear by Patricia
Fair, Jack Winter, Corinth
Street and Traveler
Children's - The 2nd Look I
Marciles Fashions
816 Coldwater Rd.
Mr. and Mrs. David Nance of
Murray, who were recently
married, were honored at a
shower Saturday evening at the
Production Credit Association
building in Mayfield.
Mrs. Nance, the former Vicki
Lavonne Perkins, is the
daughter of the Rev. and Mrs.
Thomas Perkins, of Murray,
and the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Exelous Perkins, of
Graves County.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Robert Grant, Mrs.
Ernest Gibson, Mrs. Marion
Beadles, Jr., Mrs. Thomas
Perkins and Mrs. Exelous
Perkins.
Mrs. Marion Beadles, Sr.,
great grandmother of the bride,
was presented a prize for
having the same birth date as
the bride, November 13. Mrs.
Johnny Canter received a prize
for the having birth date
nearest that of the bridegroom,
April 1.
A prize was also presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Crouch
Add Variety. -
Variations on a cottage
cheese theme: Combine- cots'
tage cheese with a n y of
these - diced cucumber,
celery, green pepper; drain-
e d , crushed pineapple;
slivered toasted almonds or
pecans; finely chopped






Teeth thief gums up the
works 
By Abigail Van Buren
ITS try Chicago Tribuna-N Y New Synd . Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am employed at a very large con-
valescent home. One of the elderly residents here lost her
dentures, so with a pillow case in hand, she crept into the
rooms of the other occupants while they were sleeping, and
picked up each pair of false teeth from the water glasses
She then returned to her room and tried each set until she
found one that fit her. She then sneakily returned any set of
teeth to the water glasses.
The next morning, everyone was walking around the
place with overbites and underslug jaws, complaining
bitterly that their dentures didn't fit!
How do We straighten out this mess? Or must we buy new
dentures for 100 residents?
DENTURE DILEMMA
DEAR DILEMMA: Call in a dentist and ask him to
einewrine--the-rnsaths-of lire patients and the dentures:In
order to return them to their rightful owners. I am told that
denture-marking kits are available. Get one, and use it,
before another teeth thief gums up the works again.
DEAR ABBY: What do the experts say about children
sleeping with their parents in case of divorce? Please be
explicit.
I have been keeping company with a 44-year-old divorced
man for three years. He has three daughters, aged 13, 11
and 8, and he feels it is all right for them to sleep with him
until the age of 10 or 11. I don't.
When the girls visit him overnight, they ask to sleep with
him, and he sees nothing wrong with it. The 11-year-old
shared his bed, until only recently, and the 8-year-old still
does. The little one is seeing a psychologist weekly, and her
mother is seeing a psychiatrist regularly, which I hope is
beneficial to both.
My friend is a very kind and sensitive man who would not
intentionally hurt anyone, but I feel that he is off his mark
with regard to bed-sharing. What do you say?
WANTS TO KNOW
DEAR WANTS: I agree that a father should not
encourage daughters of this age to share his bed. Not only
could this have conscious (or unconscious) sexual overtones
for the father as well as for the daughters, but it also tends
to foster a dependency in the children that is not in their
best interests.
The fact that one of the daughters is in therapy
underscores these points, but they could be equally true for
the daughter not in therapy. At the very least, I would
expect that this "well-meaning" father would check this
matter out with his daughter's therapist.
DEAR ABBY: The wife and I are having an argument.
We received a crate of fruit this morning. It was a gift from
her parents who vacation in Florida every winter.
The box contained oranges and grapefruit. Half the
grapefruit were rotten, and only two oranges were worth
keeping. We threw out the rest.
1 say her parents laid out good money for that fruit and
we should tell them what condition it arrived in. She says
there is nothing they can do about it, so why make them feel
had?
Whose side are you on? STEVE
DEAR STEVE:'Yours. And there IS something they can
do about it. They can go back to where they bought the fruit
and register a complaint. (Maybe the shipper is to blame.(
In any case, it would be • kindness to her parents to tell
them the truth. So tell them.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For • persousl
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
F-sr Abby's soita-booklet. "What Teen-agers Want -to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose • long
self-addressed, stamped (200 envelope
for having a wedding an-
niversary nearest the date of
the honor couple's wedding day,
February 14.
Assisting Mr. and Mrs. Nance
in opening their gifts were Mrs.
Thomas Perkins, Mrs. Marion
Beadles, Jr., Mrs. Robert Grant
and Mrs. Exelous Perkins.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Two special meetings have
been held by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the Wood-
men of the World with Cynthia
Hart, president, presiding.
Phyllis Whitney, carol Mc-
Dougal, Glenda Newsome, and
Diana Lyons were pledged in a
ceremony held at the Woodmen
Hall. Mystogoges for the four
were Peggy Shoemaker, Ann
Spann, Loretta Jobs, and
Jeannie Lamb.
During the business meeting
Officers for 1975 for the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority are, left
to right, standing, Carol McDougal, watchman, Cynthia Hart,
president, Jackie Goodwin, past president, Ernestine
Garland, third trustee, Edna Bogard, first trustee, Martha An-
drus, secretary, seated, Frances Robertson, musician, Phyllis
Whitney, second trustee, Peggy Shoemaker, treasurer, and
Donna Garland, vice-president. Not pictured are Melody
Swift, escort, and Helen Spann, sentry.
Donna Garland and Martha
Andrus were elected delegates
to the Woodmen State Con-
vention, Louisville, April 4-6.
Peggy Shoemaker and Jackie
Goodwin were selected as
alternates.
At a supper meeting held at
the Triangle Inn on March 6, the
sorority presented the award as #
-Outstanding Citizen for 1975"
to Mrs. Euple Ward of the
NEEDLINE, and the sorority
scholarship to Nancy Horwath.
Plans for the skating party for
the Rangers and Rangerettes on
April 7 at six p. m. at Benton
were made with Donna
Garland, Jean Richerson, and
Jeannie Lamb as volunteers for
the party.
Members attending one or
both of the meetings were
Martha Andrus, Edna Bogard,
Donna Garland, Ernestine
Garland, Jackie Goodwin,
Cynthia Hart, Sandra Henry,
Joyce Hurt, Loretta Jobs,
Jeanie Lamb, Carol McDougal,
Jean Richerson, Frances
Robertson, Peggy Shoemaker,
Glenda Smith, Ann Spann,
Helen Spann, Melody Swift,
Dinah Westerman, Phyllis
Whitney, Diana Lyons, Glenda
Newsome, Carolyn Parks, and
Melody Swift. Guests at the
Triangle were Mr. and Mrs.
Grover Burkett,ssurkHeotrt
,waMrsth.. DWoanrdna,
Gammon, Pam Elkins, Wanda
Boyd, and Rita Ford were
guests at the pledge ceremony.
Sales Gains Seen
In Mobile Homes -
Mobile home output will nu
to 525,000 units this year, pre-
dicts the U.S. Department ol
Commerce. This would be S0,-
000 more than in 1974
Demand is expected to shift
io 14-foot-wide and 24-foot
double-wide units Many pre-
sent owners will upgrade to new
mobiles, built to higher insula-
tion and heating standards.
Mobile homes amounted to
an estimated 20 percent of
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"The Happy Yellow Store"
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 The Jetvis ness of Jesus--2 
1189-.-Life
Editor's Note: This is the sec-
ond article of a live-part Easter
series about the Jewishness of
Jesus, this portion dealing with
the religious heritage he shared
and land he loved.
By GEORGE CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
From the start, Jesus bore
the seal of "eretz Israel," the
land of Israel. In heart, mind
and body, he carried the mark
of Judaism's hallowed covenant
with God. And he honored it
throughout his days on earth, in
habits, associations, worship
' and incisive teachings.
'"Think riot that I have come
to abolish the law and the
prophets," he says in Matthew
517-18. "I have come riot to
abolish them but to fulfill them.
For truly, I say to you, till
heaven and earth pass away,
not an iota, not a dot, will pass
from the law until all is accom-
plished.
His was an impassioned dedi-
cationgo his Jewish descent,
his people, their Scripture,
their land and faith, so much so
that an unorthodox Samaritan
woman was startled, as noted
in John 4:9, when he even
spoke to her, asking for a drink
of water.
"How is it that you, a Jew,
ask a drink of me, a woman of
Samaria?" It was not customa-
ry to deal with outsiders, even
for Jesus. Certainly he saw the
wider dimensions of the cher-
ished Jewish values and he em-
phasized the transnational im-
plications for all humanity, a
stance characteristic through-
out Judaism.
As the Lord promised Israel,
"I will give you as a light to
the nations," writes the great
prophet, in Isaiah 59:6. "And
all the nations shall flow to it,"
says Isaiah 2:3. "For out of
Zion shall go forth the law, and
the word of the Lord from Je-
rusalem."
However, Jesus concentrated
his own ministry among the
scantily versed conunonfolk
,.specifically within the Jewish
fold. "I was, sent only to the
- lost sheep of the house of Is-
rael," he says in Matthew
15:24.
One of the rare instances
when he gave attention to a
non-Jew came only after fellow
Jews urged it because the Gen-
tile. a Roman army centurion,
"loves our nation," Luke 7:5
notes. Jesus healed the centu-
rion's servant, probably a
Jew.
Jesus indicates surprise that
a Gentile would believe. "I tell
you, not even in Israel, have I
found such faith." The remark
suggests his normally higher
expectations of Israel.
The only other specified case
in which he willingly dealt with
a Gentile occurred when a
Phoenician woman begged him
to heal her daughter. He
showed keen reluctance. "It is
not right to take the children's
bread and throw it to the
dogs," he says in Mark 7:27.
Nevertheless, he healed the
child.
His brusque remark echoed
rabbinical sayings of the period
referring to godless heathens as
"dogs." Jewish scholia David
Neiman, a specialist on Jesus,
also points out that the Phoeni-
cians at that time had betrayed
an alliance for ousting the Ro-
man conqueror, and Jesus' re-
action paralleled the general
Jewish resentment against the
undercutting of their beloved
nation.
'Co nowhere among the Gen-
tiles," Jesus advised his 12
apostles in Matthew 10:5,
sketching tactics they should
follow in serving him. (He fore-
told his message eventually
being spread everywhere, chief-
in his post-resurrection in-
structions, but limited efforts in
h s earthly days within
Judaism
• 'You know how the Gentiles
lord it over them, and their
great men exercise authotity
over them," he told his apostles
in Matthew 20:25-26. "It shall
not be so among you."
It is an arresting note in con-
trast to the long history of anti-
Jewishness countenanced in lat-
er centuries, and sometimes
abetted, by churches professing
the way of Jesus.
However, that anomalous at-
titude is being modified, these
days,,as Christian scholarship
reclaims the Jewish contours of
its origins and practices. Al-
though vestiges of anti-Jew-
ishness still appear at times,
most churches increasingly
seek to overcome it.
As for Jesus himself, he fer-
vently embraced his inherited
faith, striving to strengthen it,
criticizing shallow apprOaches
to it and emphasizing content
rather than form, as did the
Jewish prophets, adding his
own insights, engaging vigor-
ously in the theological con-
troversies of the day, yet al-
ways to enhance the cherished
truths of his forefathers, not to
reject them.
His "whole life was wrapped
in the bosom of Judaism," says
Bible scholar George M. Lam-
s& Jesus "intimately shared
the Jewish faith that God had
chosen that nation as his in-
strument for saving the world,"
says noted United Church
Scripture scholar George A.
Buttrick.
Jesus' Jewishness stamped
his outlook, manner, ideas and
conduct. He taught in the ac-
cents of Israel, lived and
learned within its culture,
spoke its prayers and liturgies,
used its rabbinical teaching
methods. His family, his
apostles, were all Jewish. He
worshiped in the synagogue, ob-
served the Jewish festivals,
avowed the sanctity of the Jew-
ish Temple.
"My Father's house," he
called it.
He identified with the land,
its fields and mol_.ntains, its
workers, fishermen and farm-
ers, its vineyards, flocks, seed-
time and harvests, its heroes
and history, its flowers rippling
across the hillside. "Consider
the lilies of the field . . ." he
says in Matthew 6:28-29. "Even
Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like one of these."
He wept over Jerusalem in
compassion for it, Luke 19:41
notes. That deep emotional at-
tachment to the city and the
land always has been a con-
stant element of Judaism. Its
awareness, its memories, the
revealing events of its past, its
struggles and aspirations cen-
ter on the land.
The very birth and being of
Judaism, oldest of the world's
monotheistic faiths, hinge on
that tiny strip of earth at the
Intersection of three continents.
A strange and mystifying area,
of numinous powers, of encoun-
ters with God, divinely pledged
in antiquity to the Jewish patri-
archs and their descendants as
an "everlasting possession."
"And in you all the families
of the earth will be blessed,"
went God's pledge to Abraham
in Genesis 12, a promise into
which Jesus was sealed. "An
everlasting covenant," adds
Genesis 17, "to be God to you
and to your descendants after
you. And I will give to you, and
to your descendants after you,
the land of your sojourning, all
the land of Canaan, for an ev-
erlasting possession."
Repeatedly through the cen-
turies, it has been overrun and
conquered, but never have any
of the conquerors built a sover-
eign nation there. Only the
Jews have done that, inter-
mittently emerging from for-
eign yokes, reestablishing Israel.
"0 afflicted one, storm-
tossed, and not comforted, be-
hold I will set your stones in
antimony, arid lay your founda-
tions with sapphires," says
Isaiah 54.".. You shall con-
fute every tongue that rises
against you .. .says the Lord."
Since the Israelites first es-
tablished a nation there 3,200
years ago, it has been seized
about 18 times by invaders —




tines, Arabs, Mongols, Tartars
and Turks, and was mandated
to the British in 1922.
Jesus himself spoke of the
country's long travail before its
redemption. "Jerusalem will be
trodden down by the Gentiles,
until the times of the Gentiles
are fulfilled,- he says in Luke
21:24.
The succession of foreign
overlords, however, has always
ruled from a distance — from
Babylon, Damascus, Rome,
Cairo, Baghdad, London, partly
from Amman. Only the Jews in
the three millenta of civilization
ever organized the holy land as
a home-ruled nation.
Throughout the long, cyclic
falls and risings of Israel, de-
spite the many captivities and
dispersions, many Jews always
remained there. From them
and their brethren scattered
across the world, the prayers
hummed through the centuries.
"Take pity, 0 Lord our God, on
Israel thy people," goes a daily
mealtime prayer. " . . Rebuild
Jerusalem, the holy city, speed-
ily, in our days."
The yearning is engrained in
Judaism, its liturgies, its imag-
ination, its hopes. "Next year,
in Jerusalem," gpes a Passover
vow. The longing threads
through Sabbath worship and
ostler observances, evan maro
riage rites. And always there
are the prophetic encour-
agements woven through Scrip-
ture.
"Behold, I will bring them
from the north country, and
gather them from the farthest
parts of the earth," came the
divine assurances of Jeremiah
31. "With weeping they shall
come and with consolations, I
will lead them back . .. for I
arn a father to Israel . .. They
shall come and sing aloud on
the height of Zion."
This is the heart of "Zion-
ism," the mark of a people. "If
I forget you, 0 Jerusalem, let
my right hand wither!" reads
Psalms 137:56. "Let my tongue
cleave to the roof of my mouth,
if I do not remember you, if I
do not set you above my high-
est joy . "
It was the special emotion
that surrounded the inter-
national establishment of the
state of Israel in 1948, that
-Fr
charges the passions of the
present tensions in the Middle
East, that links the issue with
theology in the minds of many
Jews and Christians.
"I will restore the fortunes of
my people Israel . . and they
shall never again be plucked
up, out of the land which I have
given them, says the Lord your
God," reads Amos 9:14-15.
Although Jesus shunned being
exalted as a political restorer,
despite his apostles' persistent
fascination with that idea, he
fervently identified with the
land and its people, despoiled
under rule of Rome's military
occupation regime.
Once, as he gazed out over
Israel's beloved but oppressed
holy city, with its mixture of
pagan theaters and bouts, Ro-
man sentries and Temple com-
promise and commercialism,
Bible Thought
Beat your plowshares into sworas, and
your pruning books Into spears: . . . Joel
3:10,
The strength of our nation has not been
in our ability to win wars, but in our




Excavation work began today for the
completion of a large addition of the Tap-
pan Plant in Murray, according to Robert
Moyer, vice-president and general
manager.
Army FM. James R. Jeffrey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. 0. R. Jeffrey, has been assigned
to the 24th Infantry Division in Germany.
Mrs. J. B. Hodges of Murray Route
Three died yesterday at her home.
Rev. Billy G. Turner of Murray as ac-
cepted a call as pastor of the Bellview Bap-
tist Church, Paducah.
Chuck roast is advertised as thirty-five
cents per pound in the ad for Jim Adams
this week.
20 Years Ago
Mr. and Mrs. Max Nance and Noah
Smith were drowned the night of March 22
near Linden, Tenn., while on their way
home from an automobile auction in
Columbia, Tenn. Their car apparently hit
flood waters over the highway and got out
of control runping into water five or six
feet deep.
T. C. Collie of Murray was elected as the
fieldmen's delegate to the Soverign Camp
Convention this summer at the Head camp
meeting of the WOW held at Louieville.
Chief of Police 011ie Warren urged per-
sons to read the instructions on the 140 new
type parking meters recently installed on
the square and on East Main Street.
Births reported include a girl, Debra, to
..--Nieriatel -Mrs. Alfred C. Cunningham on
March 16, and a girl, Karen Ruth, to Mr
'-and Mrs. Jack Beale Kennedy on March
19.
he had grieved in Matthew
23:37:
"0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
killing the prophets and stoning
those who are sent to you! How
often would I have gathered
your children together as a hen
gathers her brood under her
wings, but you would not!"
It was a cry echoing through
the Jewish prophets, first
voiced by the ancient Elijah in
1 Kings 19:14, lamenting that
the prophets were slain "and I,
even I only, am left: and they
seek my life to take it away."
But the Lord said he always
had champions, "seven thou-
sand in Israel."
At one point, related in Mat-
thew 21:13, Jesus had swept
through the Temple's outer
• court, overturning trade boochs,
declaiming, " 'My louse shall
be called a house of prayer, but
you make it a den of rob-
bers.' " His phrases repeated
those of Israel's prophets
Isaiah and Jeremiah.
Jesus' apostles, to com-
prehend his fervor as noted in
John 2:17, recalled the Jewish
Psalm 69:9: "Zeal for thy
house will consume me."
Life and resurrection are
in the hands of the
"God of Abraham and the God
of Isaac and the God of Jacob,"
Jesus says in Matthew 22:32,
quoting the ancient Jewish
Scripture from Exodus 3:6, the
same God for all generations,
then and evermore.
On the doorpost of each de-
vout Jewish home such as the
one in which Jesus was reared
was a mezuzah, symbol of di-
vine guardianship. It contained
a small folded parchment bear-
ing the great Shema from
Deuteronomy 6:4 of the Torah:
"Hear, 0 Israel: The Lord
our God is one Lord; and you
shall love the Lord your God
with all your heart, and with
all your soul, and with all your
mind."
Jesus cited that imperative
as the greatest of the com-
mandments, in Matthew 22:37-
40, adding that it equaled an-
other, " 'You shall love your
neighbor as yourself.' " This is
one of the most quoted sayings
of Jesus, yet it, too, comes
from the Jewish Torah, in Levi-
ticus 19:18.
"On these two command-
ments depend all the law and
the prophets," he said, and he
honored both as the guiding
frame for life. It was an inher-
itance and land he loved. When
choosing his apostles, he re-
marked to one of them, Nath-
aniel, as noted in John 1:47:
"Behold, an Israelite indeed,






New Rochelle, New York — Mrs. Judy
Blau, an artist and a granddaughter of a
bagel maker, has found a new use for
bagels. She makes necklaces and other
accessories with the hard doughnut shaped
rolls and sells them nation-wide. "Never
did I think that my grandfather's bagel
business would turn out to be like this,"
she said.
-Sensing The,News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN- -
Executive Vice President
United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC- An Expert Opinion
The specialist in energy matters, let
alone the ordinary citizen, finds it im-
possible to keep up with the innumerable
articles and books being produced on the
subject of the energy crisis. But there are
a few handy guides to this complex subject
which are immensely helpful.
The most important of the guides is a
two-page, monthly newsletter entitled
"Access To Energy" which is published in
Boulder, Colorado (Box 2238, Zip 80302).
The editor is Dr. Peter Beckmann,
professor of electrical engineering at the
University of Colorado, and a writer
possessed of both courage and clarity of
language. For $6 a year, "Access To
Energy" is a splendid bargain in
education,
In order that readers may sample the
wit and wisdom of Dr. Becicmanue the
remainder of today's column is a guest
editorial by the professor. He writes:
"The anti-nuclear movement is now at
last taking off its environmental mask and
turning into a political movement closely
allied with the radical left. The turning
point came with Nader's Critical Mass 74
meeting last November, which, he
boasted, heralded 'the beginning of a
democratic control of all technology.' In
this he was fervently supported by an
impressive number of political radicals
who, like Nader, are totally disinterested
in any technological aspects of nuclear
power. The AEC commissioner who was
unwise enough to address this mob was
met with sneers, and was asked questions
like 'How many atomic explosions in our
cities would you accept before deciding
that nuclear power is not safe—no com-
plexities, just a number?' There were, as
yet, no jack boots or storm troopers.
"On the face of it, these medieval buf-
foons stand no chance against rational
arguments. After all, nuclear power is
something whose parameters can be
exactly measured and are well known.
There is no such thing as a 'critical mass'
for the type of uranium used in power
plants; it is a physical impossibility to
make them explode.
HARRIGAN
"The annual radiation dose received by
the U. S. citizen from nuclear power
reactors is 2 millirads; compared to 111
from medical equipment, and another 100
from natural sources at sea level; almost
30 per cent more in mile-high Denver,
Colo. ('The reliability of nuclear plants has
so far been slightly higher than that of
fossil-burning plants of comparable
capacity. The loss of life in a major ac-
cident at a nuclear plant would be com-
parable to that resulting from an explosion
of an oil or gas storage tank for a fossil-
burning plant; but the probability of the
nuclear accident is incomparably lower
"In mining, the loss of life per 1 billion
MWh of generated electricity is 20 lives
for uranium, 1060 for coal (of which 1,000
by black lung). The dollar price per
produced kWh is now six times lower than
that of the average fossil fuel, though the
investment costs are higher for a nuclear
plant.
"But if the medieval buffoons are totally
ignorant of nuclear power, they have
learned the political lessons of the last few
years well. They know where the real
power in the United States resides today:
no longer in smoke-filled convention
rooms, but in the newsrooms of NBC, CBS
and ABC. From here the fashionable
superstitions are hammered home to a
hundred million viewers and listeners
almost every day, while the analyses by
such experts as the Energy Research
Group are suppressed. Last month, the
networks gave the usual exaggerated
coverage to Nader and similar mavericks,
but they set a new record in censoring a
unique appeal for nuclear power by 34 of
this country's foremost scientists, in-
cluding 11 Nobel Prize Laureates."
Dr. Beckmann is only one small voice.
He is an independent without
organizational support. The television
networks aren't likely to treat him as a
superstar as they do Ralph Nader. But Dr.
Beckmann is an authentic expert with both
Ph.D. and doctor of science degrees. He is
the author of eight books and more than 60
scientific papers. He Is worth reading.
Today In History
lh The 41wonoted Rem
Today is Monday, March 24, the 83rd day
of 1975. There are 2e2 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1603, the crowns of England and
Scotland were joined under James VI of
Scotland. He began his reign as James I.
On this date—
In 1683, Rhode Island was purchased
from the Indians.
In 1783, Spain recognized the in-
dependence of the United Statea,
In 1882, a German bacteriologist, Robert
Koch, announced the isolation of the germs
of tuberculosis.
In 1934, President Franklin Roosevelt
signed a bill granting future independence
to the Philippines.
In 1953, the widow of King George V of
Britain, Dowager Queen Mary, died at the
age of 86.
In 1965, Senator Robert Kennedy
reached the top of Mount Kennedy in
Canada's Yukon Territory. The peak had
been the highest unclimbed mountain in
North America,_,- 4
Ten years ago: The U.S. Ranger 9
spacecraft crashed on the surface of the
moon after sending back nearly 6,000
photos of the lunar surface.
Five years ago: Guerrillas in the
Dominican Republic kidnapped the U.S.
air attache, Col. Donald Crowley, and held
him captive until the Dominican govern-
ment released 21 prisoners.
One year ago: Uganda crushed a coup
attempt against President Idi Amin
following a machine gun and mortar battle
With rebels.
-Today's birthdays: Actor Steve
McQueen is 45. Pianist Byron Janis is 47.
Thought for today: One pound of lear-
ning requires 150 pounds of common sense
to apply it — Persian proverb.
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The trouble with us people is that we
have only enough brains to get into trouble
and never enough to get out of it; like an
adventurous boy who shinnies up a rope
and then can't slide down without burning
the hide off the palms of his hands.
Let's Stay Well
Prevention And Relief Of
Pop-eyed Complication In Goiter
A new preventive therapy in
toxic goiter (Graves' disease) ap-




some victims who already have
developed the condition. In
earlier years, neither prevention
nore relief has been pcesibie.
The current concept theorizes
that the swelling behind the eye-
balls in certain cases of toxic
goiter results from an autoim-
mune reaction similar to the
swelling which involves the
joints in rheumatoid arthritis
The chemical which produces
the swelling is a protein --an ab-
normal immunoglobul in derived
from the thyroid-stimulating
hormone (TI) -- which acts as
an abnormal antibody.
As reported in a recent issue of
Medical World News, "The ab-
normal antibody in ex-
ophthalmos patients alters their
retroes-bdahtissue.to respond to
TSB. which couldn't happen
under normal conditions,' said
Dr Leonard Kohn, chief of the
By FJ.L Blasnegame, M.D.
NIH's biochemistry section.
This pop-eyed condition is evi-
dent in about 123 per cent of pa-
tients with toxic goiter when
they first appear for treatment,
and others may begin to show
exophthalmos after starting
treatment.
A special test of the white
blood cells shows whether a pa-
tient with toxic goiter is sensitive
and likely to develop growth of
the retmbiabar tissue. If the test
is negative, treatment is given
only for the hyperthyroidism
Positive-test patients receive
azathioprine according to body
weight and, to lessen their im-
mune reactions, in an amount of
about one-tenth the dose used for
transplant recipients.
This treatment Was used for
more than 600 patients. who
have been observed 'for more
than three years, and none of
them has developed the, pop-
eyed complication of x-
ophtha [mos.
Q Mrs V.E. wants to know if
medicine is available which will
increase the rate of growth of
her hair.
A. No medicine is known
which will increase the growth
BLASINGAME
rate of your hair. If someone who
is promoting a hair tonic makes
that claim, you have igood
reasons to doubt it
Q. Mr. E.E. asks whether the
average physician in solo prac-
tice makes more incorne than a
physician in group practice.
A. It is the other way around
According to the Internal
venue Service figures of 197Z
physician in group practice-
as -aged an income of about
$40,00„ while the solo practitioner
earned approximately $30,000
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Prices Good thru Wednesday March 26
tuedtastwo
Choose delicious Easter candy at low Big K prices!
Select Curtis small, medium, or large Marshmallow
Eggs in 12-ounce bogs, Curtis 16-ounce bag of .1•Ily
Bird Eggs. or Deran 12-ounc• bogs of Malted Milk
Eggs or Speckled Marshmallow Eggs
EASTER
BASKET
Delight your youngsters on Easter
morning with this basket of taste-
tempting treats!
Super savings on that special
flavor that only country horn can
provide! Sliced ham in 12-ounce
pockoges.
'3°' REFUND FROM G.E.
SHAVE CREAM DISPENSER
1 4 8 8 
Qualify constructed
dispenser provides
heated shave creom at
a pre-regulated tem-
Req. peso-sure Uses any
15.88 leading itandard 11-
ounce or 6-ouhcie con.
Model SCD-1. Buy at
Big K low p_tic• and get
extra $3 from G.E.
Delicious and
nut egg cover ed your


















PANT SUIT KNIT SHIRT
3.3 2"
Fashionable short alosoot knit
shirts in a range of styles,
solid colors and patterns
Sines small, medium and
large
Fashionable pont suit of 100% polyes-
ter double knit crepe has button front,
shirt tail bottom and mock cuff short
sleeves. Contrast stitching on top cent,.
placket. Pull-on pants hove elastic
waist. In a range of fashionable spring




Your choice of three short sleeve
spring designs fashioned of 100
per cent polyester Beautiful col-
ors for Easter. Sines 10 to 20.
9.9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Equal 0 portunity Employer
YOUR
- ' CHOICE:
B•autiful fru.. or flower
designs featured on




Choose Argyle socks of orlon
in solids, checkerboard or
criss-cross patterns. Over-
the-calf fancies available
Assorted colors sizes 10 to 13





Drip filter system brews twelve 5-
ounce cups of delicious rotf•e,
and keeps it at the p•rtit serv-
ing temperature for hours. model
HE 5135.
Blender features Id push but-
ton speeds plus flash blend
on all speeds, 60-second
automatic timer, cocktail and
food preparation jars, 1,000-
watt motor with solid state
engineering, and recipe




Your choice of assorted Sutton
stereo LP albums at this low,
low Big K price.
Your choice of sport suits of 100%
polyester. Sires 3 to 7 featuies a solid
jacket with framed and fancy plaid
patch pockets and solid slacks. In green
or navy_ Sizes 8 to 12 has a plaid jacket
featuring solid collar and pocket trim
with vent back. Solid slocks. In rust or
blue
753-8777
Picture dal Ea/der Parade
ks histamatic 20 rattlers
Is bat gives you lug, sharp
*torts with no scamp. Outfit to,
dudes censers. rot of Kodaeolor fl
Film, maguathe, and magicube ez•
tend,
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Larry Ziegler Roars Back To Wildcats, UCLA, Louisville




— Larry Ziegler peered at the
check in his hand.
"It looks okay,' tie'satd; thew
wiped the smile from his face
and, In mock-seriousness, ob-
served:
"But I ain't got it to the bank
yet."
The last time he had won a
golf tournament, in the 1969
Michigan Classic, he didn't get
to the bank He didn't even get
a check. When the tournament
was over and Ziegler was a
winner, the sponsors discovered
they didn't have eilutigh moner
to pay off.
He got it eventually. The
Tournament Players Division of
the PGA paid him from their
funds in two delayed in-
stallments. It won him the nick-
name "Half-Pay Ziegler."
Csonka Says Big Money
Hasn't Changed Him Any
MIAMI ( AP ; — Running
back Larry Csonka of the
Miami Dolphins says a $1.4 mil-
lion contract to play football in
the World Football League
hasn't changed him a bit.
"All of a sudden, now that
I've got some money, people
expect me to change," Csonka
said. -Hogwash.
"The only extravagant things
I've done with the half-million
-bucks I got ( in advance) from
John Bassett Jr. and his Mem-
phis Southrnen and the World
Football League are, No. 1, buy
my wife Pam a Mercedes, and
2, send my parents and Pam's
parents on a vacation to
Hawaii.
"And the only reason I even
got her the car was because
about 15 people told me what a
good investment it was,"
Csonka said. "Well, I'm still
checking the mileage."
Csonka, who gained nearly 6,-
000 yards for the Dolphins since
1968, said he felt sure the finan-
cially troubled WFL would stay
in business.
-A week ago, honest, I
thought it was shaky," said
Csonka, who met recently with
John Bas-sett, the Canadian mil-
lionaire who gave Csonka, wide
receiver Paul Warfield and
back Jim Kiick a $3.3 milhon
contract to switch leagues.
"Now I'm convinced we'll go.
I'd trust Bassett with my life.
He doesn't need the worries of
football. He just loves com-
petition," Csonka said.
"We have ironclad contracts,
but after knowing the man, I
would do the same thing on a
handshake. Bassett believes the
WFL will operate, and it will
be set by April 15, so that's
good enough for me," he said.
Csonka said Bassett told him
"he might have to trade the
three of us to Chicago, or
maybe even someplace else, to
help the league, to save it."
But Csonka said he thought
that was only a very small pos-
sibility.
'Meanwhile, Csonka does odd
jobs to keep himself busy. A
few days ago, he says, he was
loading timbers from a pier
near his home when a teen-
ager approached.
"His eyes just stayed as big
as saucers as I piled those
beams on a truck to take home
and make furniture out of,"
Csonka said. "And finally the
kid said, 'Gee, Csonka, a guy
with your money, out here
sweating in the sun like this, i
just don't understand it."
AUTO RACING
SEBRING, Fla. — Britisher
Brian Redman and Australian
Alan Moffat, driving a German-
made BMW at an average
speed of just over 103 miles per
hour,scored a runaway victory
in the 23rd Sebring 12-hour
sports car race.
But it was full pay this time,
$30,000 for his two-stroke victo-
ry Sunday in the Greater Jack-
sonville Open.
"I thought somebody would
range' out of the KAI, and win
It—but I didn't think it would
be me," Ziegler, 35, said after
overcoming a huge field of
challengers with a seven-under-
par 65 in the final round over
the 7,143-yard Does-wood Coun-
try Club course.
Ziegler scored his second
American triumph—he also
won the Morocco Open in North
Africa late last year—with a 72-
hole total of 276, 12-under-par.
The clincher was a string of
holes starting on the 13th where
he went birdie-par-birdie-eagle,
the last on a 25-foot chip-in.
Nine players, including bitterly
disappointed Arnold Palmer,
had led or shared the lead dur-
ing the final round before Zieg-
ler's winning splurge.
"I'm very frustrated," said
the 45-year-old Palmer, his
shoulders slumped. "Right now
I'm very discouraged. It was
just poor play."
It was the third time this sea-
son Palmer had been in posi-
tion to win. And it was his third
failure. He hasn't won since the
1973 Bob Hope Desert Classic.
It's even more frustrating be-
cause he gets so close. He was
in strong contention for the
first three rounds. He twice
shared the lead early in the
last round, the last time with a
25-foot birdie putt on the fifth
hole.
But he bogeyed the next,
missing the green, bogeyed the
seventh and hit out of bounds
on the 12th. He finished far
back with a closing 75 and a
284 total.-- -
Mike Morley bogeyed the last
hole for a 70 and tied Mac
McLendon for second at 278.
McLendon had a final 68. Lou
Graham matched the course
record, as did Ziegler, with a65
and was fourth at 279. Tied at
MO were Andy North, Wally
Armstrong and Tom Shaw.
North had a 68, Armstrong 70
and Shaw 71.
'Breds 14-1 For Year,
Romp Rutgers Sunday
Taking advantage of eight
errors, Murray State won its
seventh consecutive game
Sunday afternoon by bombing












Allegretti of Niles, Al., pitched
the distance on the hill for the
Thoroughbreds and scattered
just four hits to Rutgers.
The win gives Murray a 14-1
record for the season, marking
the best start ever in the history
of the school.
Murray was to also have
played the University of Illinois-
Chicago on Sunday but the
game was rained out. On
Saturday, the 'Breds did not
play but Rutgers swept a
twinbill from Chicago.
Then in Sunday's first game,
Chicago came back to take a 6-3
win over Rutgers.
Murray exploded for four
runs in both the first and second
innings in the win over Rutgers.
The big blow in the first in-
ning was a two-run double by
Richie White, driving in Leon
Worth and David Hughes, both
of whom had hit safely to reach
base.
Then in the second inning,
Murray used two hits, a double
by Perconte and a single by
Hughes to score four more runs.
All the other runs were
unearned as the result of
Rutgers' errors.
Murray added three more
runs in the fifth and one more in
the sixth.
Rutgers touched Allegretti for
a single tally in both the fourth
and sixth frames.
Jack Perconte had three hits
in the contest to pace the 11-hit
attack for Murray.
John Seiemanowski, White
and Hughes each had two hits.
Murray is scheduled to play
North Dakota a twinbill today
before meeting both North
Dakota and Chicago tomorrow.
Inds
ab r h
ftlfe-2b 3 1 0
Perrronte-lb5 2 3
Slemanow,10 4 2 2
Wurth-ss 4 3 1
Hughes-Li , 3 2 2
White-11 4 1 2
Walker-lb 2 0 0
Demngton-dh 4 0 0
Struberc 3 1 1
411ev,rettav 0 0
Totals 32 12 1?
ridge. 000 101 0 2-44
































And Syracuse In Final Four
By ALEX BACHARE
AP Specie Writer
The problem with winning the
?CAA - Regionals—hi that—in
only half a loaf—it's great
while it lasts, but before you
know it you have to go back out
and fight for the rest.
"It would be nice to savor
this victory for a while," said
Mike Flynn, whose 22 points
paced Kentucky to a stunning
92-90 upset of top-ranked and
previously unbeaten Indiana in
the Mideast Regional at Day-
ton, Ohio, Saturday, snapping
the Hoosiers' 34-game winning
streak.
"But Monday, Coach Hall
will be back yelling at us, get-
ting us back ready for the next
game.-
The next game for Coach Joe
B. Hall's Wildcats will be in the
semifinals at San Diego March
29 against Syracuse, the Cinde-
rella team of the 1975 NCAA
basketball tournament. The
20th-ranked Orangemen, who
earlier upset powerful North
Carolina, won the East Region-
al with a 95-87 overtime deci-
sion over Kansas State.
_
It was a hell of a game,"
said Syracuse Coach Roy Dan-
forth of the victory over Kan-
sas StsteTin which Rudy Hack-
ett sent the game into overtime
with a basket at the buzzer,
then tossed in four of his 28
points in the extra session as
the Orangemen pulled away.
After 20th-ranked Syracuse,
23-7, meets fifth-rated Ken-
tucky, 25-4, in the first semi-
final at 3 p.m., EDT, Saturday,
third-ranked Louisville, 27-2,
will take on second-rated
UCLA, 26-3, in the second semi-
final.
The winners will meet at 9
p.m. Monday, March 31, for the
title.
The semifinals and final will
be nationally televised by NBC.
The UCLA-Louisville match-
up will be a get-together be-
tween teacher and pupil. Denny
Crum, Louisville's head coach,
was an assistant under John
Wooden at UCLA before taking
over the Cardinals.
But Crum sidestepped the
idea of having a chance to beat
his mentor, saying, "I'm just
happy to be going back out to
California again.''
The Cardinals earned the trip
to San Diego by shooting a blls-
-tering 53 per cent from the
field in beating fourth-ranked
Maryland 96-82 in the Midwest
Regional final at Las Cruces,
N.M. Phillip Bond topped
Louisville with 23 points-14
above his average—and Wesley
Cox added 15 despite a painful
hamstring injury.
Oddly, some of the loudest
cheering in Saturday's final
came from Louisville fans late
in the game, when it was an-
nounced that Kentucky had up-
ended Indiana, keeping alive
the possibility of an all-Ken-
tucky final. It may have been
the only time Louisville
cheerleaders ever led a cheer
for Kentucky, their home-state
arch rivals.
UCLA, which had its string of
seven national championships
snapped by North Carolina
State last year, kept alive its
hopes for a 10th title in 12
years by beating seventh-rank-
ed Arizona State 89-75 in the
Far West Regional at Portland,





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — So
the beat goes on. Many high
school basketball fans outside
Louisville would like to see the
state championship divided into
classes: many wouldn't.
Louisville schools, with more
resources, have won the state
title now for three straight
years and five of the last six.
That includes Male's 74-59 vic-
tory over Lexington Henry Clay
Saturday night.
However, in the past 10
years, Louisville schools have
won six titles and non-Louis-
ville schools have been in the
finals 10 times.
Once, the state tournament
was not so dominated. In its
first ten years, ending in 1927,
Louisville teams won four
championships; in the next 10,
they won two; in the next, they
won one.
And between 1948 and 1957,
there wasn't a Louisville win-
ner.
However, Louisville schools
now have six of the last seven
championships and in 1973 and
1974 both teams in the finals
were from the state's largest
city.
Henry Clay changed that pat-
tern this year by upsetting de-
fending champion Central, 62-
60, but Male used its patented
second-half splurge to dominate
the Blue Devils in the cham,
pionship game, 74-59.
Playing a waiting game,
Male simply ran its own pat-
terns and controlled the tempo
in the first two periods, leading
by four at halftime, then
smashing Henry Clay 16-4 in
the third period.
Male had used the same tac-
tics against Christian County in
the semifinals Saturday, with a
28-16 bulge in the third period
making the difference. Male
Sleep-Walking Nuggets
Maintain Winning String
By The Associated Press
The Denver Nuggets may
have been sleep-walking but
they looked awfully good doing
it.
The Nuggets beat Indiana
Saturday night in Denver,
caught an all-night flight to
New York, arriving at 8 am.,
and, about 61/2 hours later, tap-
ped it off against the New York
Nets.
Some two hours after that
they sat around digesting the
114-111 American Basketball
Association victory that pre-
served their five-game win
streak.
"These guys don't even know
they're tired," said Nuggets'
Coach Larry Brown. "We don't
even think about that. They
played today as if this was the
seventh game of the title
series."
Denver took the lead for good
at 94-92 midway through the
fourth quarter and then held off
the Nets' charge. Mack Calvin
sank four free throws and Dave
Robisch hit a pair, all in the
victory.
Colonels 121, Spirits 110
Artis Gilmore scored 23 of his
29 points in the first half as
Kentucky ran away from Si
Louis_ Gilmore added 20
rebounds and Louie Dampier
had n points for the Colonels
while rookie Marvin Berner
the Spirits with 36 points
Sounds 104, Squires 101,111
Larry Finch scored six points
in overtime and George Carter
added two clutch foul shots
with 17 seconds left for Mem-
phis. Stew Johnson leds the
Sounds with 29 points and Will-
ie Wise and Dave Twardzik net
ted 22 each for Virginia.
Pacers 117, Stars 112
George McGinnis poured in
44 points, including a clutch
three-point tasket with 14 sec-
onds left, for Indiana. Rookie
Moses Malone had 28 points
and a season-high 29 rebounds
for Utah.
Spurs 122, Q's 102
San Antonio had seven play-
ers in double figures en route
to its 4711 victory of the Beeson,
setting a new record for the
franchise. Rich Jonas led the
Spurs with 25 points and
George Adams had 111 to top
San Diego.
won that one 83-71.
Overall. Male scored 78
points in the first quarters of
its four tournament games, 68
in the second quarters, 85 in
the third quarters and 96 in the
final periods.
Henry Clay was making a bid
for its first state championship
in 51 years and the first trophy
to go to Lexington since Lafa-
yette won the title in 1957. The
Devils were the first Lexington
team in the final game since
Dunbar lost the championship
to Seneca of Jefferson County
in 1963.
Henry Clay was in close con-
tendon for the first half Satur-
day night. The game was tied
11 times before halftime and
each team held a four-point
lead once — Henry Clay with
4:45 left in the first quarter and
Male at the end of the half on a
five-foot shot by Darrell Griff-
ith.
Male broke loose in the third
quarter with 16 points that
were answered only by field
goals by Donnie Moore and
Larry Jenkins, and led 52-36 at
that stop.
Bob Turner led Male with 19
points in the final game. Walter
Jones added 16 and Griffith had
12.
Keith Evans, Henry Clay's
hero with two freethrows in the
final four seconds against Cen-
tral that put the Devils into the
championship game, led Henry
Clay with 15 against Male while
Cravin Leach added 12 ang
















apoints for the dianthe boa's 6-1 Kent Benson 
boards,
under
qBuruinses J.ohnSon poured in a ca- points each and battled In-
veer-high 35 
 Syracuse, regarded as the "We put greater pressure on
long shot of the tournament, Indiana because of their uncle-
will have to handle Kentucky, feated record and ranking,"
which avenged an early season Hall said. "It's a great burden
98-74 loss to Indiana in a brutal- for them to carry that record
ly physical, emotion-charged into the tournament."
game. But Bobby Knight, coach of
"Indiana is a great team, but the Hoosiers, bristled at the no-
I think we wanted this one a lot tion that his team wasn't ready
worse than they did," said Rick or that the pressure got to In-
Robey, one of Kentucky's two diana.
6-foot-10 freshmen centers who "I doubt if there is any team
played a big part in the upset in the country which would
of Indiana, the Big Ten Confer- ever want to win a ballgame
ence champion which went into more than Indiana," Knight
the game with a 31-0 record said. -I've never been around a
this season. "This game is ev- group I've been prouder of in
erything we've been working my life.
for since that loss." "We just were never able to
Jimmy Dan Conner and Ke- play the type of defense we
vin Grevey added 17 points needed to play and are capable
apiece for Kentucky, and Rob- of playing. We just didn't get
ey and Mike Phillips had 10 the job done."
JUST FLIPPIN' —Murray State's Flip Martin goes on his way op as
he's about to kick the bar in an attempt at 7-0. Just minutes
before, Martin set a new school record of 6-10-1/4. On one attempt
at 7-0, Martin actually cleared the bar but caught with his leg on
the way down.
{Styli Moos hy Mike Orterlea)
THANK YOU MERCHANTS
Again, the merchants of Murray have given their full sup-
port to the basketball team by displaying the traditional
;"Red Towel" for the Murray-Western game in the windows
of their businesses, This spirit of cooperation has been in-
strumental in providing excellent community relations bet-
ween the students of Murray State University and the mer-
chants of Murray. The Veterans Club wishes to thank all the
merchants listed who pledged their support to Murray State
University by displaying the "Red Towel" and urges all
students to patronize these merchants.
Joe's Ash Market, Coin it Treat Motor Soles, Calloway County
Lumber Co., Motor Parts & Bearings, Sam Calhoun Plumbing &
Electric, Carroll Volkswagen Inc., Murray Home & Auto, table
Reho's Super Burger, Scott Drags, Dennison-Nunt Sporting
Goods, Grecian Steak House, Tom's Pin. Palace, Burger Queen,
Thoroughbred, Bank of Murray, Boone's Laundry, Burger Chef
— Murray IL Mayfield, Kwik Pic Market, Ewing Tire Service, M L
H Grocery — Dukedom, Tenn., Trenholm's Restaurant, U. S.
Navy Recruiter, The Gallery, The Man's World, Rib Shack (for-
merly five pts. B. O.), D & W Auto Supply Inc., Mama Nature's
Boutique Items, Twin lakes Office Sweeties, Gene 8. Jo's Florists,
Cunningham Auto Repair, Dixie Cream Donuts, Jas, D. Clopton
(Division of Freed (aflame Co.), Capri & Cheri Theatres, Murray
Dodson Inc., Corvette lenes, Ross Standard, Glad Rees, Chuck'sMusic Center, Kentucky Finance, Lindsey's Jewelers, National










*FREE DELIVERY* FREE SET-UP * WRITTEN
SERVICE WARRANTY* FACTORY TRAINED
• SERVICE MEN Open 1-6 P.M. Sunday
During This Sale
















































































































- DOWN TO THE WIRE - Martyn Brewer of Murray and Jason Lin-
dsey of Miami of Ohio battle down to the wire in the three-mile run.
Brewer came on with • kick and just leaned at the tape to win. The
time of 14:10 was a personal best for Brewer, a freshman from
England.




DAYTON, Ohio I AP) -
There is very little time to re-
flect on past glories in the
NCAA collegiate basketball
tournament.
The Kentucky Wildcats de-
cided they were entitled to a
few moments of jubilation after
they had toppled top-ranked In-
diana Saturday 92-90, but ev-
eryone knew things would soon
be back to normal.
"It'll be good to savor this
victory for a little while," said
senior Mike Flynn, who led the
Kentucky attack with 22 points,
"but come Monday, Coach Hall
will be yelling at us, getting us
ready for the next game."
The next game will be Satur-
day against Syracuse in the
NCAA semifinals at San Diego.
Against Indiana, it was Ken-
tucky which played the role of
the giantkiller. Now the fifth-
ranked Wildcats have found
their role reversed against Syr-
acuse, which toppled North
Carolina and Kansas State.
Hall admitted that the pres-
sure of a 34-game winning
streak put extra pressure on In-
diana.
-., "It's a great burden to carry
.that record into the tourna-
Deat," Hall said. "We put
-greater pressure on Indiana be-
cause of their undefeated
record and ranking."
Hall said his basketball team,
with its nucleus of established
seniors, came of age against
Indiana.
"We are a great basketball
team with that performance,"
Hall said. "Since we loot our
third game to Indiana, we were
determined to play aggressive
basketball. That's what we did
Saturday."
It was that 98-74 loss to the
Hoosiers that was a motivating
factor in Kentucky's comeback.
Since that time the Wildcats
freshmen centers Rick Robey
and Mike Phillips have im-
proved considerably, according
to their coach and teammates,
"Our freshmen are like a
breath of fresh air," said Dan
Conner, who scored 17 points
against Indiana. "They've
brought in a new enthusiasm,"
"For the seniors, it's a
dream come true," said Flynn.
"It's a dream that's taken four
years to come about."
For Indiana, it was merely a
rude awakening.
"We're down now," said Hoo-
sier Coach Bobby Knight after




NEW YORK - Vitas Geru-
laitis captured the Independent
Players Association tennis tour-
nament by default when Jimmy
Connors withdrew from the fi-
nal due to an ankle injury.
MEMPHIS - Fifth-seeded
Harold Solomon, of Silver
Spring, Md., outdueled Jirl Eire-
bec of Czechoslovakia 2,6, 6-1,
6-4 to win the $60,000 World
Championship Tennis Memphis
Classic.
DALLAS - Britian's Virginia
Wade downed Martina Navrati-
lova 24, 7-6, 4-3, as the Czech-
oslovakian retired in the third
set with an injury, to win the
Maureen Connolly Brinker
women's tennis tournament.
CARACAS - Australia's Rod
Laver scored a straight-aet 7-6,
6-2 victory over Mexico's Raul
Ramirez to capture the $60,000
World Championship Tennis







A home garden can save you money BC/in
also result in a lot of needless labor, unless
you have the right gardening equipment
John Deere equipment
John Deere Rotary Tillers, in 31/2 or 6 hp.
have a reverse gear for greater maneuver-
ability And a squeeze-handle safety clutch
John Deere Lawn and Garden Tractors,
with six power sizes from 8 to 19 9 hp,
pack the muscle for even the toughest
gardening lobs
Come in today See how we can help you
fight inflation right in your own backyard
Nothing runs
  like a Deere'
Murray ,Supply Co.
208 E. Main Phone 753-3361
Racer Track Team Gets
Second In Triangular
Two school records fell
Saturday in Stewart Stadium
but it Wasn't quite enough for
Miiiray State University.
Southeast Missouri, using
their strength in the throwing
events, claimed victory in a
triangular track meet, Just
nipping Murray 65,•2432`02.
Miami of Ohio took third place
with 52 points.
After the mile relay, the last
event in the meet, was com-
pleted, Murray led SEMO 624-2-
611/. But outside the stadium,
the competition in the javelin
was still going on.
And SEMO managed to take
second and fourth places for a
total of four points, thus giving
them the win over host Murray.
Scoring in the meet was five
for a first-place finish, three
points for a second-place, two
points for a third and one point
for a fourth-place finish.
The records for Murray were
set by Kevin Caines and Flip
Martin.
Caines went 46-1 to take
first in the triple jump and
easily clipped the old record of
48-9% set in 1973 by Granville
Buckley, Trevor Athill was
fourth In the. event ftir the
Racers with a 44-1%.
Martin just missed clearing
the 7-0 mark in the high jump
and instead, settled for a new
school mark of 6-101'u.
The old record of 6-10 was set
by Augie Schiller 10 years ago.
Martin, on his second try at 7-
0, easily cleared the bar,
perhaps by as much as two
inches. But on the way down, he
nicked the bar with his trail leg
and that prevented him from
breaking the magic 7-0 barrier.
Murray recorded three other
firsts in the meet.
Patmore Chatham won the
long jump, an event where the
Racers grabbed three places.
Chatham had a 23-2% while
Caines was second with a 23-2%
and Athill fourth with a per-
sonal best of 23-0L2.
In the 440-yard dash, Murray
also had three places. Lester
Flax won in 49.9 while Mike
Campbell was third in 50.3 and
Sylvester Onyekwe fourth in
51.4 -
The Other first-place finish
_cealein the exciting three-mile
run.
Freshman Martyn Brewer of
England kicked hard at the
finish and just leaned to edge
Jason Lindsey of Miami of Ohio.
Brewer had a personal best
time of 14:10 as did Lindsey. In
third place for the Racers in the
event was Clint Strohmeier of
Paducah who had a 14:21.
Strohmeier has suddenly
developed into one of the top
distance men at Murray.
Murray had three people
place second in other events:
Dennis Mabbiti with a 1:57.1 in
the 880; Norman deCaussin with
a 14-0 in the pole vault and
Gordy Benfield with a 4:14.7 in
the mile.
Third places included Little
Joe Patrick with a 10:0 in the
100 and Jim Rhozon with a 6-2 in
the high jump.
Fourth places included Steve
Ford with a 49-31t in the high
jump and Brewer with a 4:16.5
in the mile.
Princeton Proves That Brains
Can Beat Brawn, Win NIT
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - You
don't have to be great to play
basketball for Princeton-only
smart.
The flawless Tigers proved
Sunday that brains were far
better than brawn while win-
ning the 38th National In-
vitation Tournament at Madi-
son Square Garden.
"This team is smart and cou-
rageous and how can you beat
brains and courage?" Prince-
ten Coach Pete Carril noted
with smug satisfaction after his
"textbook" Tigers whipped the
Providence Friars 80-69 in the
title game.
To be sure, Sunday's victory
was a clinic in basketball-as
were Princeton's first three vic-
tories in the tournament.
When Providence went into a
full-court press in the first half,
the Tigers broke it by running
with the ball. When Providence
went into a zone defense in the
second half, Princeton killed it
by sitting on the ball.
The Tigers becarne the first
Ivy League team in history to
win the NIT-and they did it
with stunning impact. Rarely
has one team done so much
with so little in a season.
-I don't remember the odds
ever being so big against a
team I've coached,- said Car-
ril. "We lost our first-string
center early in the season and
we were down to 10 men, seven
of them guards.
"In this tournament, we were
in a rough bracket. We have no
advantages. We don't give bas-
ketball scholarships."
When the 16-field team was
chosen, Princeton was not even
given a chance of getting
through the early rounds. But
the Tigers, with their con-
servative, classical style, beat
Holy Cross 84-63, South Caro-
lina 86-67 and Oregon 58-57 en
route to the championship
round.
Carril and his 6-foot-8 center,
Ilan Ftamati, were in a gloating
mood after the four-game
sweep gave the Tigers 13
straight victories.
"The difference between the
Ivy League and the rest of the
country is that it doesn't get a
lot of publicity," said Carril.
"Now we can laugh at all
those other teams because
we're winners," grinned Ra-
mati.
The Tigers took charge of the
game behind Tim Van Blom-
mesteyn midway through the
second half. The Princeton
guard scored 23 points and
came off the bench to ignite a
rally after intermission that
provided the knockout blow
over the reeling Friars.
Mickey Steuerer scored a
game-high 26 points for Prince-
ton, many of them at the end
when the Tigers had the NIT's
silver championship cup locked
up. Gary Bello led Providence
with 22.
Ron Lee, who scored 31
points in leading Oregon to an
80-76 overtime victory over St.
John's in the third place game
earlier Sunday, was voted the
tournament's Most Valuable
Player.
Kings Slip By Bulls To Wrap
Up Position In NBA Playoffs
By The Associated Press
"The pt•essure's off now that
we've made the playoffs," said
Kansas City-Omaha Coach Phil
Johnson.
"A little pressure is off but
we don't want to let up now,"
stated Kings' forward Scott
Wedman. •
"Pressure? There was never
any pressure on us," said cen-
ter Sam Lacey. "It was you
guys I sportswriters I that said
we couldn't do it."
The Kings could be excused
Sunday if they were a little
confused. They had just slipped
by the Chicago Bulls 103-101 to
clinch a spot in the National
Basketball Association playoffs
for the first time since 1967
when the club operated out of
Cincinnati.
And they did it in front of 16,-
805 fans-the largest turnout
ever fof the team in Kansas
City.
"The fans got their money's
worth," said Johnson. "For a
crowd lijce that, it was nice to
show them something."
The Kings' victory kept them
51.2 games ahead of third-olace
Detroit in the Midwest Division
and assured them of at least a
wild-card berth in the playoffs.
But Johnson and Co. are not
looking behind them. They're
looking ahead to Chicago, in
first place by just Di games.
"We still have to keep trying
to keep our momentum going
and get the best record," said
Johnson, in his first full year as
Kings' coach.
Nate Archibald made it hap-
pen Sunday. He sank a pair of
free throws with 5:27 left in the
game to put Kansas City-
Omaha ahead for good. He hit
a Jump shot with two minutes
left to give the Kings a 101-97
margin and, after Chicago
putted Orithldtwo, he Wrapped
it up with a pair of free throws
with just 16 seconds left.
Archibald finished with 35
points, 23 of them in the second
half.
Bob Love poured in 38 points
for the Bulls, who played with-
out ailing veteran forward Chet
Walker,
Celtics 96, Knicks U
Dave Cowens, benched due to
foul problems for much of the
game, returned to score six
points early in the final period
as Boston pulled away for good.
John Havlicek had 22 points for
the Celtics and Earl Monroe 20
for New York which dropped a
full game behind Houston in the
chase for a wild card playoff
berth.
Cavaliers 101, Rockets 95
Cleveland moved one-half
game ahead of Houston in the
battle for second place in the
Central Division,
Lakers 116, Bucks 97
Gail Goodrich pumped in 36
points as Los Angeles won its
sixth game in the last eight out-
ings. The Lakers broke it open
with 16 straight points in the
second period. Kareem Abdul
Jabbar had 22 points for Mil-
waukee which has lost five of
its last six games
Pistons 15, Jan 114
Dave Bing scored 29 points
and Bob Lanier added 26 as De-
troit closed in on a wild card
playoff berth.
Suns 102, Sonics 96
Mike Banton's 22 points
helped injury-riddled Phoenix
snap a 10-game losing streak.
Hot Race Going Down To
Wire For WHA Playoffs
By The Associated Press Andre Lacroix scored after 59
Coming around the far turn seconds of the overtime to give
in the World Hockey Associ- the Mariners their victory over
ation playoff race, Minnesota is the Blazers.
leading by a nose with San Ernie Wakely registered the
Diego and Winnipeg in hot pur- shutout, turning back 23 shots.
suit as the season winds down Fighting Saints 4, Oilers 2
to what could be a photo finish. Gary Gambucci led a Min-
The Fighting Saints, Man- nesota rally with two goals to
nets and Jets are after the few help the Fighting Saints to their
remaining spots for the post- victory and strengthen their
season competition, The top playoff hopes before 14,503-the
two finishers in each division, largest Saints home crowd
plus the two teams with the since the league opened play.
next-highest point totals in the Jets 4. Cougars 3
standings will be eligible to Anders Hedberg scored twice
Play. and Veli Pekka KetoLa counted
That puts Minnesota, with 76 with just 1:10 remaining to
points, and San Diego, with 75. boost Winnipeg past Chicago
in the wild card lead right now. and keep the Jets' wild card
hopes alive. The Jets are fourThe New England Whalers al- points behind Toronto, which
ready have clinched the East holds the second spot in the Ca-
Division and the Houston Aeros nadian Division.
are shoo-ins in the West Dirt- Remdrmmers 5, Racers 3
sion to guarantee some post- John (kap .scored twic5to
season aCtran. The Quebec Nor- lead Phoenix past Indianapolisdiques lead the Canadian sec- Rob Ftorek, Don Borgeson and
tor. Pete McNam4 also tallied for
Mariners I. Blazers 0 the expansion Roadrunners
Two Murray relay teams
won.
The 440-relay team opened
the meet with a win. Patrick,
Campbell, Flax and Chatham
ran legs.
The mile-relay team closed
the meet with a win. Campbell,
Mabbitt, Onyekwe and Flax all
ran legs.
Several members of the
Racer track team will leave
Tuesday for the Florida Relays
which begin Wednesday and run
through Saturday.
The next regular meet will be
next Monday in Stewart
Stadium as the Racers will host
Lincoln and Western Illinois for
a triangular.
STRETCHING OUT-Ravin Caine:, a Meier from Cicero, ill., begins
to stretch out at the end of this leap im Ise trials jump. Opines set •
new school record Saturday with an effort of 49-11/4.
(Sniff P5.NN lis Ma.Breailise)
Wepner Says He'll Get
Champ In 13th Round
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
CLEVELAND (AP) - Boxing
takes a 35-mile trip over a roll-
ing road to seeming nowehere
tonight for another bizarre Mu-
hammed All benefit.
You have to be here to be-
lieve it.
am like oxygen-oxygen is
all over the world," bellows the
bombastic All. "Any man who
challenges me is challenging
the world-he has to be out of
his head."
The challenger is a big, mus-
tachioed booze salesman named
Chuck Wepner, who until a
couple of months ago was little
known outside the dimly lighted
saloons of Bayonne, N.J.
He could be the longest shot
in heavyweight title fight his-
tory. Odds have been quoted
from 10-1 to 100-1. Las Vegas
refuses to make book on it.
Wepner, a hulking 6-foot-5
with a reputation for facial skin
that will crack like delicate
china and for countless bar
room brawls, appears awed by
his sudden thrust into the cen-
ter of boxing's stage and the
guarantee of a $100,000 pay
check, but he gives no in-
dication of being frozen with
fright.
"Ali was a great fighter once
but is going downhill," he says.
"The champ's got fast hands
but slow legs. I will stop him in
the 13th."
Some of his closest associates
wonder if he believes it.
The 15-round fight, the first
defense by Ali since regaining
the crown with a knockout of
George Foreman last October
in Zaire, Africa, is part of a
unique electronic doubleheader
representing a $2.3 million
gamble by promoters,
The show begins in New
York's Madison Square Garden
at 9:30 p.m. EDT with a credit-
able heavyweight matchup be-
tween Jerry Quarry and Ken
Norton, guaranteed $185,000 and
$100,000 respectively, for their
12-round battle.
From there, the closed circuit
TV cameras shift westward to
the $25 million Cleveland Coli-
seum, a modern 21,000-seat are-
riach the builder seemed
determined to hide from the
populace. It is located in the




The price range for the main
event here is $15 to $250. The
Garden has a 240 top.
Ali is guaranteed $1.3 million
for what most experts contend
will be the easiest night's work
of his career.
Rumors that the promoters-
Don King and Video Tech-
niques, Inc., who pulled off the
Zaire undertaking, and Carl
Lombardo, Cleveland builder
who postk more than $1 mil-
lion in front money-were in
for a $1 million bath were
strenuously denied.
"No way," insisted King, for-
mer numbers baron and ex-con-
vict who has emerged as the
strong man of boxing. "We
started with a lemon and
wound up with lemonade."
King said advance- ticket
sales for the Coliseum had
reached 12,000 and he expected
all 21,000 seats to be filled by
fight time. He placed the live
gate here and in New York at
$1.3 million.
Wepner weighed in at 225 and
All at 22.3,-2 Sunday in a wild
ceremony at the Coliseum.
Some 300 attended.
Ali, 32, a Muslim who had his
championship stripped from
him when he refused to enter
U.S. military service, was in
full cry, using the occasion as a
forum to proclaim his own
greatness and spread his social
doctrine.
"Look at him," he said,
pointing a finger at his oppo-
nent, wearing a bright red,
white and blue robe. "The
white hope with a flag draped
around him.
"If he uses any rabbit
punches on me, I will trip him
up and stomp on him."
All admirers cheered.
Wepner blanched. He ap-
peared taken aback. But he re-
gained his composure, aw-
kwardly waved a fist at All and
smiled.
Wepner, a towering figure
with a menacing Fu Manchu
mustache, looks like a man
who could take care of himself
in an alley fight, but his career
is checkered.
In an 11-year pro career, the
New Jersey fighter has a
record of 30 victories, nine de-
feats and two draws. He has
scored only 12 knockouts, a low









The E PA rates the new Datsun 13-210
at 39 miles per gallon on the highway.
27 in the city But outstanding gas
mileage is lust one of Datsun's
economies Each new Datsun B-210
includes a long list of standard
equipment in ifs base price- the kinds
of things you want on your new car
• Reclining bucket seats • Power-





rear window defogger u Tinted glass
• Supple vinyl upholstery and trim
Whitewalls, wheel covers and more.
The new Datsun B-210 Hatchback, 2-




So. 12t6 St. Open Evenings til 7 753-7)14
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Wives of farmers enrolled in the Hazel Adult Farmer Class attending the one 
session devoted
to landscaping and home beautification, taught by Carman Parks, were guests 
of Dees Bank of
Hazel at a dinner meeting. They are, left to right, seated, Mesdames Darryl Coates, 
Milford Orr,
lohn Morgan, Randall Bonner, Dallas Lassiter, Jessie Fox, Tolbert Story, 
Crystal Parks standing
Mesdames Max Parks, Larry Harrison, Elisha Taylor, Wallace Lassiter, Rex Enoch, Frank 
Turner,
lames E. Erwin, Hildred Paschall, Richard Vance, Steve Carra way, and Gerald Paschall.
tf
Farmers of the Hazel Community have attended a weekly night farmer class, taught by Car-
man Parks, at the Dees Bank of Hazel who were hosts for a dinner at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord for the farmers and their wives "Sound Farm Management for 1975" was the
theme of the farmers who operate about 8,000,.acres of land producing corn, soybeans, wheat,
tobacco, hogs, and beef, with only about thirty per cent of the acreage rented. Shown, left to
right, seated, Elisha Taylor, Wallace Lassiter, John Morgan, Randall Patterson, Hildred Paschall,
Tolbert Story, Adolphus Myers, Jesse Fox, top row, Joe Thompson, Frank Turner, Milford Orr,
R-andy Bonner, Dallas Lassiter Rex Enoch, Darryl Coates, James E. Erwin, Richard Vance, Gerald
Paschall, Larry Harrison, Steve Carraway, Calvin Key, Max Parks, and James Alton. Unable to at-
tend were R. M. Vance, Ed Glass, Bobby Coles, C_armical White and Steve Glass,
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 5. If the IRS should call you
in for an audit, H & R Block will go
with you, at no additional cost. Not
as a legal representative ... but we
can answer all questions about how
your taxes were prepared.
DuguaisLOCIC
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
903 Arcadia St.










John R. Pruitt, Rt 1, Alm°,
Tommy Blair, Rt, 1, Far-
mington, Mrs. Joyce E. Doan,
Rt. L. Kirksey,- Mrs. Maloy
Collins, 1304 Sycamore,
Murray, Lowell C. Willoughby,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Barbara J.
Darnall, Rt. 1, Hardin, George
R. Dodd, 315 N. 5th., Murray,
Mrs. Ernestine V. Jones, Rt. I,
Dexter, Miss Heather L. Kung,
1654 Calloway Ave., Apt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Nellie R.
Williams, Rt, 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Sarah E. Kahn, Rt. 5,
Benton, Charles T. Wallace, Rt.
1, Box 407, Murray, Mrs. Molly
K. Harpole, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
John E. Prichard, Rt. 7, Box
212A, Murray, Golan C. Hays,
1300 Poplar, Murray, Mrs.
Helen D. Elkins, Rt. 4, Box 3A,
Benton, Mrs. Margaret R.
Hughes, 208 Irvan, Murray,
Mrs. Melinda Stuber, 235
Kimberly, Paducah, Mrs.
Carolyn E. Thompson, Rt. 1,
Benton, Mrs. Susan L. Brantley,
Box 27 Orchard Hgts., Murray,
Mrs. Etha M. Bailey, Rt. 6,
Murray, Jule Kaplan, 248 S.
Marion, Oak Park, Ill., Mrs.
Floy Caldwell, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Theo K. Marine, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Jack Haynes, 405 N.
4th., Murray, Mr. Joe B. Dortch
(expired), Rt. 7, Murray.
Dees Bank of Hazel was host for a dinner meeting for the
Hazel Adult Farmers Class and their wives at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord with Randall Patterson, bank president,
speaking on the American Banking System. Carman Parks is
teacher of the class which has met weekly at the Dees Bank.
With Mn. Patterson, third from left, are special dinner guests,
Calloway High Principal Ron McAlister and Mrs McAlister,
Mrs. Patterson, Mrs. James Alton and Mrs. Joe Thompson,
the latter two employees of the bank.
Nine Enlist In
Army In February
Nine Western Kentucky men Training are Kenneth M. Willis,
and two women enlisted in the Rt. 1, Arlington, who enlisted
for training in the signal field
and assignment to the 67th
Signal Battalion Fort Gordon,
Georgia; Clarence B. Browne,
Metropolis, who enlisted for
training as a Vulcan Crewman,
and $2500 Cash Bonus and
assignment to the 2nd Armored
Division, Fort Hood, Texas:
U. S. Army during the month of
February, according to
Sergeant Jerry A. Work, local








Talk to the Good News loan people











$2,500 48 673 17 $3.512.16 17.80%
/3,000 48 887.63 $420624 17.69%
$3,600 00 990.41 66.424_60 18.80%
$4,000 eo $103.23 66,193.80 18.76%
l and smile again!
j Loans and financing to $4,800.
Large loans for homeowners.
CREDI
OP AMER ICA
-Open Friday filinits EhiS.6:00







Jimmy L. Bramley, who
enlisted for training as a Unit
Clerk and assignment to the
25th Infantry Division, Hawaii,
Pvt. Bramley is a native of
Murray, Ky.; Kenneth A
McClain, Rt. 2, Mayfield, who
enlisted for $2500 Cash Bonus
and assignment to Europe; and
James M. Humphreys, 631
Wilford Street, Mayfield, Ky.,
who enlisted for Armor and
$2500 Cash Bonus with
assignment to Europe.
Enlisting in the U. S. Army
Nine-month Delayed Entry
Program and scheduled to
report on active duty at a later
date are: James L. Rounsavall,
Rt. 1, Hickory, who enlisted for
training as a Recovery
Specialist and assignment to
Europe: Timothy H. Puckett,
Rt. 1, Hickory, who enlisted as a
Automotive Repairman and
airborne with assignment to the
82nd Airborne Division, Fort
Bragg, N. C.; Leonard J.
Schindler Jr., Rt. 5, Murray,
Ky., who enlisted for 2-years
and Artillery with assignment
to Europe; Joe W. Bagwell, 325
West Oak Street, Mayfield, Ky.,
who enlisted for training as Dial
Central Office Repairman, and
$1500 Cash Bonus, Pvt. Bagwell
is a senior at Lewes High
School; Betty C. Armstrong,
Rt. 7, Murray, Ky., enlisted tor
training in the Administrative
Field and assignment to Fort
Knox, Ky.; and Barbara J.
Bradberry, 1501 Chaucer Drive,
Murray, Ky., who enlisted for
training as a Linguist and
assignment to the Army
Security Agency.
Information about the U S.
Army can be obtained from SFC .
_Jerry A. Wuzli. Mayfield- ,
Shopping Plaza, or by callinv








See the latest /Wring fot.
your comfort, Fashion Show will be in
ROSES LaTerrace Shop Tuesday March
25th at 7:00 p. m.




Everything you need for all your sewing needs.
from tape measures to seam' rippers at a price







Fantastic selection of sewing needs at a very reasonable price. Your choice
of tape measures, ball point pins with colored heads, nickel plated brass
straight pins, ball point sewing machine needles, hand sewing needles,
elastic, elastic threaders, or seam rippers.
THREAD
Asstd. Colors
11 504 OFF Errittornicoi Tun-Coo rock . . .
11,r, ' Two 9-Oz. (Net Wt.) Cans












Get 18-oz. of Secret Anti-perspirant
with this twin-paci of two, 9-oz.
carts. Secret has 2 active iogre.
Merits that check odor & help









Styles with non-slip teeth that











Wil-Hold barrettes in five styles. Choose
from styles with nonslip teeth that
will hold. Easy to insert, comfort
able, won't rust or break hair.
Lovely selection of colors.
Non-roil waistband elastic in 3/4" Of
15.16" widths. Perfect Wes tor want- R SAVE 
2
P. 100bands in pants that eon make for ourself
Of your children. Won't "roll-up' after E 604 81
being washed.

















—31C."-'1127—trf— htenittotypitrs--Itimpril ptcksie at-so Tsmars
decongestant cough formula .--Tampons. Safe, comfortable,
with vapor action. hygienic Reg or Suytr sue
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Women Join Forces With Men
To Learn Taxes, Estate Plans
What does a super woman
have in common with a farmer?
For one thing, a desire to learn
more about such things as in-
come tax management and
estate planning, if a recent class
sponsored by the Pulaski
County Extension Office in
Somerset, Ky. is any indication.
The class was a combined
session of the Super Woman
Crash Course and the Farm
Management School, two Ex-
tension programs conducted in
Pulaski County during January
and February. Each program
involved a series of classes
taught by Extension specialists
from the University of Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture.
Class sessions were held on
Thursdays from 10 a. m. to 2 p.
m. in Somerset.
This was the fourth straight
year in which a Farm
Management School was held in
Pulaski County during the
winter, according to Hugh
Hurst, County Extension Agent
for Agriculture. But the Super
Woman Crash Course was
something new.
"The course was designed to
help women learn more about
managing such family
resources as time, food and
money," explained Linda C.
Horn, who became County
Extension Agent for Home
Economics in Pulaski County
last September. "It takes a
super woman to manage these
family resources effectively, so
we decided to call the course a
Super Woman Crash Course."
The idea of the women joining
the men in the Farm
Management School for a class
on income tax management and
estate planning originated last
ltiovember. It came out of the
annual Extension program
planning meeting, in which
some 125 interested Pulaski
County men and women met to
plan local Extension programs
for the year ahead.
"Many women are actively
involved in keeping business
records and preparing income
tax returns, especially if their
husbands are farmers," Ms.
Horn pointed out. "And estate
planning is something which
husbands and wives should do
together."
The class dealing with these
topics proved to be popular,
with nearly 100 men and women
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loop caps and lie •ires.
Larry Lyles
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specialist at UK, was the in-
structor.
At the beginning of his
presentation on income tax
planning; Allen handed out a list
of True-false quentions con-
cerning income tax. He gave the
men and women in-& class a
few minutes to answer the
questions, and then he went
over the questions one-at-a-time
with the class. In the process of
going over the questions, he
presented a great deal of
detailed information on such
things as depreciation, in-
vestment credit, allowable
deductions, farm and non-farm
income, and capital gains.
Allen stressed the need for
keeping good records in a
farming operation, not only for
management purposes but for
keeping income taxes to a
minimum. The importance of
the contribution made by
women who keep records and
help with income tax
preparation was made obvious
in Allen's presentation.
The UK specialist also em-
phasized that income tax
planning should be a year-round
process and not something
which is done once a year at
income tax time. "Every time
you make a management
decision in a farming operation
or other business, you should
consider the effect on income
taxes," he told the class.
After a lunch which was
sponsored by a number of local
businesses, the men and women
in the class turned their at-
tention to estate planning.
"Estate planning is more than
Just making a will and
providing a way for children to
get property," said Allen. "It is
planning for the accumulation,
use, retention, and transfer of
wealth for oneself and one's
family."
Allen pointed out that
numerous expenses are in-
volved in settling an estate, and
these should be considered in
estate planning. These usually
include taxes, administrative
costs, legal fees, funeral ex-
penses, and doctor and hospital
bills. He said these expenses
must be met regardless of who
legally inherits an estate.
Allen noted that farm land
has increased in value in recent
years, and he said many farm
people are not aware of the
value of their property and the
amount of taxes and other
expenses which may be in-
volved in settling their estate.
Most farmers hope to keep their
farm in the family after they
die, but Allen said estate taxes
and other expenses sometimes
force the heirs to sell the farm.
Careful estate planning can
make it possible to avoid such a
situation, he added.
Both the men and the women
in the class were responsive to
Allen's presentation, asking
numerous questions as he went
along. At the end of the class,
there were several favorable
comments and requests for a







Mrs. Eva M. Wise, Rt. 1, Box
229C, Hardin, Miss Margaret F.
Greer, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Linda L. Morrison, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Lorraine M.
Arthurs, No. 8 Boundbrook Dr.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Wanda L.
Coomer and Baby Boy, No. 4
Shady Oaks, Murray, Mrs.
Buthal C. Holmes, Box 41,
Hazel, Ronald E. Jones, P. 0.
Box 677, Burnside, Frank
Ganger, 316 S. 13th., Murray,
Mrs. Cora E. Brake, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy C.
Brandon and Baby Girl, Rt. 4,
Benton, Mrs. Rebecca p.
Adkins, 1611 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Susan D. Manley and Baby
Boy, Riverview Acres, Led-
better, Mrs. Mary E. Garwood,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Nell D.
McCuiston, 206 N. 19th.,
Murray, George Casey, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Charlie B. Adams,
Rt. 7, Murray, Robert P.




zambique (AP) — The nation's
flying doctor service called SE-
MAR, which works in remote
villages using small planes,
carried out 9,636 consultations
and gave 11,284 injections in
1974.
Hying doctors -traveled
more than 100,000 miles in 1974
and transported 232 sick people
to government hospitals
Hurst and Ms. Horn felt the
response of the class showed
that the idea of combining the
Super Woman Crash Course and
the Farm Management School
had been a good one.
The dada wasthe first session
of the Super Woman Crash
Course. The women in the
course joined the men in the
Farm Management School
again a week later for a class on
garden planning. The women
then had two sessions of their
own, one on food preservation
and one on time and money
management and consumer
buying. The men also had two
more sessions, one being
devoted to livestock and grain
marketing and animal health
and the other to dairy
management.
KENTUCKIANS WORK ON TENN.—TOM—Attencing the recent quarterly meeting of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway Development Authority in Mobile, Ala., were, left to right,
John Hoffman, secretary for Natural Resources and Environment, representing Gov. Julian
Carroll; Alex Chamberlain, Louisville; Glover Wilkins, authority administrator, Congressman
Carroll Hubbard; Wallsr Reichert, Louisville and Jim Shropshire, Lexington.
Freezing, Canning Course Scheduled
A two-session course in
Freezing and Canning during
the spring semester Life and
Learning series offered by the
Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State
University will meet both times
in the month of April.
Meetings are scheduled from
610 8'30 p.m. Monday, April 7,
and tdonday, April 14, in Room
N-307 of the Applied Science
Building, according to Dr.
Donald E. Jones, dean of
continuing education on the
campus.
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chair-
woman of the Department of
Home Economics at Murray
State, will be the instructor for
the course. To emphasize
methods and procedures of
freezing and canning foods, the
course will be taught basically
by demonstration.
The fee is $5.
Jones said increased interest
in home freezing and canning as
Most Hay Losses With Large Bales Come At Feeding Time
Farmers who harvest their
hay in large round bales and
stacks and store it outside
generally lose very little of the
hay to weathering. But they are
likely to lose a considerable
amount of the hay at feeding
time if they allow their cattle to
have unrestricted access to the
large hay packages.
Those two points are em-
phasized by Garry Lacefield,
Extension forage specialist with
the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture. He says
many farmers are currently
running short on hay and are
very concerned about hay
losses.
"Weathering losses with the
big hay packages vary
depending on weather con-
ditions, type of hay, type of
machine used, and size of
LPN Course
Scheduled
A class for Licensed Practical
Nurse to be conducted by the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center, 18th at
Sycamore, Murray, has been
announced by Mrs. Paul
Browning, Manager of Man-
power Services, formerly the
Employment Service. The
tentative starting date for this
class is April 14, 1975. This
training is funded under the
comprehensive Employment
and Training act of 1973 and is
administered by the Depart-
ment of Education - Region
One, with the recommendation
and endorsement of the
Regional Manpower .Taak
Force.
This is the seventh class of
this type to be held in Murray
and will accommodate twenty
trainees. The duration of the
course is 50 weeks, 30-35 'hours
per week. Training and tran-
sportation allowances are paid
to trainees provided they meet
the eligibility requirements.
All interested persons are
urged to contact the local
Manpower Services Office, 319
South Seventh Street, Mayfield.
as soon as possible.
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, The Calloway
County Board of Education is
aware of the untiring efforts on
the part of Carmon Parks in
affording leadership in the field
of Vocational Agriculture and,
WHEREAS, Carmon Parks
has been awarded the
Professional State
Associational Award from the
National Vocational
Agricultural Teachers
Association of Region IV and,
WHEREAS, His outstanding
attitude and cooperative spirit
is reflected in the lives of his
students, fellow teachers and




Calloway County Board of
Education commend Carmon
Parks and express its ap-
preciation to him for the ser-
vices he is rendering to the
students of the Calloway County
Schools.
BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED: That a copy of
this Resolution be given to
Carmon Parks, the News Media
and a copy spread on the
Minutes of the Board as a
permanent record.
Dated and done at Murray.
Kentucky this the 3rd day of
March, 1975.
Signed Ferrel Miller,
Chairman of the Calloway
County Board of Education;
Board Members' Walter
Byars, Joe Dyer, I,ubie Parrish,
Billy Joe Stubblefield.
Signed William B. Miller,
Secretail, of the Calloway
County Board of Education;
package," Lacefield points out, were cut to 2.6 percent when
"In general, weathering losses bales were fed in racks.
have been small on well-made A study at Purdue showed
packages. Weathering damage that when bales made by a
is usually limited to the outer Vermeer 605 bale were fed and
two to four inches of large round feeding racks were not used,
bales and top four to six inches 22.6 percent more hay was
of stacks." required for cattle than when
Feeding losses are usually racks were used. When stacks
much higher than weathering made by a Heston 10 were fed,
losses when animals are per- 35 percent more hay was needed
mitted unrestricted access to when a rack was not used; and
large hay packages, says when bales made by a Hawk-
Lacefield. Feeding losses are Bilt 480 were fed, 38.6 percent
the result of trampling, over- more hay was needed when a
consumption, and refusal of the rack was not used.
animals to eat the hey.-----------In addition to using feeding
Lacefield points out that a racks to reduce waste, electric
study in Oklahoma showed a wires, panels, and other devices
dry matter loss of 36 percent have been used with good
when large bales were fed on success, according to Lacefield.
sod without restriction. Insses Difficulty in estimating the
weights of bales and stacks can so as to kathe bay and the
also be a problem when they are cattle out of the mud,
fed, notes the UK specialist. The 2. Feed each package in a
weight of the big packages can short period of time.
vary tremendously, depending 3. Restrict the access of
on the kind of hay, the machine animals to the packages with
used for harvesting, the some type of rack, wires, or
moisture content of the hay, and feeding panels. Blueprints for
storage conditions, use in constructing collapsible
"There is usually a tendency slant-bar feeding panels are
to overestimate package weight available from UK, and can be
at feeding time," says ordered through local county
Lacefield. A farmer who is Extension offices.
overestimating his bale weights 4. Force the animals to clean-
is probably giving his cattle up the hay packages. Make sure
much less hay than he thinks he the old one is cleaned up before
one is made available.
Lacefield has the following 5. Feed hay according to
suggestions for cutting hay animal needs. Give the best
loses when feeding large bales quality hay to young, growing
acid stacks: animals and to cows which are
1. Feed on a well-drained site nursing calves.
a result of rising retail food
prices has made the course a




regarding enrollment may be
obtained by contacting the
Center ; for Continuing
Education, Administration
Building.. Murray State —




CARLSBAD, N.M. )AP, -
Visits to the famous Carlsbac
Caverns National Park dropped
in 1974.
Supt. Don Dayton says 671,721
persons visited the park last
year compared with 840,000 in
1973.
Dayton said only during De-
cember was there an increase
of visitors over any 1973 month.
Cattle Buyers
NEEDED NOW
No buying experience neces-
sary. Train to buy cattie, hogs
and sheep. The growing live-
stock industry needs qualified
buyers. A good aptitude is re-
quired 10/ today's competitive
markets.
You should have a farm or
agricultural background. Must
enjoy working with livestock.
Good earnings . secure fu-
ture ...for those who qualify.
Write today with your personal
background and qualifications.
Include name, age, address 8
phone number. We will arrange
an interview for you, near your
home town. No phone calls,
please.
NATIONAL UVESTOCK CO.
510$ Nonft 40th Man
Intointlz, Arizona 1150111
THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER), TIMES, Tuesday, February 25, 1975
Retail Sales Here
Show Big Gain In 1974
Chamber Barometer Reveals
Best Year In History; 1975
Expected To Be Even Better
Some good news for the local
economy was revealed Monday
afternoon when the Murray
Chamber of Commerce
released its annual Business
Barometer, a compilation of
sales and income figures at the
local level.
Retail sales in Calloway
County leaped from $60,888,000
in 1973 to $91,164,000 in 1974, a
gain of $30,276,000. In Murray,
retail sales jumped from a 1973
figure of $51,712,000 to
$77,554,000 in 1974. an increase
of $25,842,000. The total tax
assessment for Calloway
County for 1974 was reported as
$217,317,075.
"In spite of the layoffs, it is
the biggest year in history and
our projection for 1975 is even
bigger," Jim Johnson,
executive secretary of the
chamber told the board
members at the meeting.
Johnson said that inflation did
enter into the increase
somewhat but added that
"these projection i figures
have been running within one-
half of one per cent accurate for
years."
The barometer projected
total retail sales in Calloway
County to reach $99,988,000 in
1975 while income was expected
to climb to $110,209,000.
Assets of local banks and
savings and loans increased
almost $8.5 million from 1973 to
1974, to a total of $124,444,957.19.
Postal receipts, which showed a
drop from $507,978 in 1972 to
$497,162 in 1973, almost $11,000,
surged to a new record figure of
$609,563 in 1974.
Another big gainer from 1973
to 1974 was vehicle registrations
which jumped from 21,520 to
26,944; telephone stations in-
crease by almost a thousand,
from 14,287, to 15,204 and
electricty, water and natural
gas connections were all
reported up in 1974.
Population-wise, the report
showed an increase in the
residents of Murray from 15,324
in 1973 to 16,158 in 1974 and an
increase in Calloway County
from 30,350 to 30,957. Projec-
tions for 1975 predict Murray's
population to increase to 16,310
and Calloway County to 31,154.
Combined sales of nine
categories of merchandisers
reveal the major retail sales
increases for 1974.
A total of 24 lumber and
hardware dealers in Calloway
County increased their sales
from $6,954,000 in 1973, to a
whopping $12,289,000 in 1974.
Figures from 32 local
restaurant operations, which
had increased annual sales by
less than $500,000 from 1967
through 1973. jumped by over $2
million between 1973 and 1974,
from $2,812,000 to $4,971,000.
Sales at 52 food stores in the
county, which increased from
$14.6 million in 1972 to $15.4
million in 1973 boomed to $20.8
million in 1974.
Sales at nine general mer-
chandise stores were listed as
$5.7 million for 1974 compared
with $3.2 million in 1973 and $3
million in 1972.
Retail auto dealers increased
their sales by $6.2 million, from
$111.9 million in 1973 to $25
million in 1974. Gasoline dealers
were up by over $2 million, from
$5.1 million in 1973 to $7.7
million in 1974. Apparel stores
increased sales from $2.9
million in 1973 to $3.7 million in
1974 and furniture stores
jumped from $3.9 million oin
sales in 1973 to $6 million in 1974
Figures for eight drug stores,
whose sales had increased from
$1,052,000 in 1971 to $1,191,000 in
1973, jumped to $1,759,000 in
1974.
or
The above news article, originally carried in the Feb. 25 edition
of The Murray Ledger & Times, heralds a sound economic future for
local business.
Any business that is interested in progress and an increase in
volume, needs a well planned regular advertising program that not
only lets the consumer in on special sale items, but also tells the
consumer of special services offered by the firm.
A well planned advertising program with The Murray Ledger
Times will create additional volume and more profits for every
business in Calloway County and the surrounding area.
Get your share of 1975, The Biggest Year In History for Calloway
County Business. Contact one of oar advertising representatives
today by calling 753-1919. We will help you plan your advertising
campaign and assist you in tailoring your campaign to fit your ad-
vertising budget.
The Murray Ledger & Times























































Carroll Presents Checks To
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Gov.
Julian Carroll presented checks
Tuesday to the first four Ken-
tucky coal-producing counties
eligible to receive severance
tax surplus funds.
Judges from Muhlenberg,




severance tax surp-Tu.s mitaieT
has been allocated from the
Counties
Coal Producing Development
Fund, a product of legislation
introduced and guided through




larges coal producing county in
the state, received the largest
amount of funds -two checks
totaling $151,399 for the pur-
chase of heai'y ecnilphiefirtO
build a solid west disposal
Crossword Puzzler
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For Surplus Funds
system.
Webster County was awarded
$21,782. The money will finance
two road pavement projects:
3,700 feet of access road from
Highway 41A to the Providence-
Webster County Airport, and a
500-foot section of road from
Highway 56 to the Shane
Mangfacturing Co.
Bell County recieved seven
cheeks; totaling 49,600;
finance purchase of equipment
for land-fill operations, in-
cluding a garbage pickup
service.
a check of $5,000 went to
Letcher County to be used to
buy a bus to transport the
elderly to hospitals, doctors and
Social Security offices.
The 1974 law provided that
half of any surplus received
from the collection of the coal
severance tax in Kentucky
would be channeled back to the
coal producing counties, pro-
rated on the basis of their
production.
The money is to be used for
the acquisition and develop-
ment of industrial sites, public
recreation facilities, drainage
and land reclamation projects
related to industrial and
recreational site development,
and other construction and
renovation of publicly owned
facilities.
Since being established last
June, the fund has accumulated
$6,247,704, half of the $12,495,409
surplus severance tax -collected
In the state general fund.
The four counties receiving
money Tuesday were the first of
22 which have completed the
process of submitting projects
for fund approval.
The counties have submitted
58 projects, seeking total
allocations of $2,766,649 in
surplus severance tax moeny.
Three projects involve in-
dustrial site purchases and-or
development; 37, public
recreation facilities; 14, sup-
porting related industrial site
development and-or acquisition
and four are listed in the
"other" construction and
renovation category.
So far, none of the counties
has requested money for
drainage control and
reclamation.
The remaining 17 of the
state's coal producing counties
have not submitted projects and
are waiting far their ac-
cumulated portions of the
surplus funds to increase.
Before funds are awarded,
each of the projects must be
aired at a public hearing, ad-
vertised publicly and approved
by the county fiscal Hcourt, a
state Legislative Adtrisory
Committee established by the
law and the commissioner of the
Executive Denartment for
Finance and Administration
The same process is required
before venders for the projects
can be selected.
Accepting the checks for the
projects Tuesday were Judge
Robert Draper of Muhlenberg
County, Judge Harold Childress
of Webster County, Judge Estill
Blair of Letcher County and
Judge Willie Hendrickson of
°ell County.
The checks were maae out to
the venders who have been
approved for the projects
State Parks Are Pleasant
Regardless Of The Weather
By Helen Price Stacy
Why is Kentucky spring so
delightful? Because it is so
many things.
Its whimsical weather is what
most people love about Ken-
tucky. "It's the seasons, all the
changes and even the sur-
prises."
At Natural Bridge State
Resort Park near Slade, just off
Mountain Parkway, a recent
weekend was just that- warm
on Friday; windy and overcast
on Saturday; and sunny and
crisp on Sunday-great for
hiking. Guests who checked in
late Sunday started the week
with a good beginning,
especially if they brought along
sleds or skis.
A young couple, each with a
camera, stood at the front desk,
asking the clerk about trails to
the bridge. "We want scenic
views to enter in photography
contests," the young woman
said.
A youngster, also with a
camera, stood by listening.
"I'm looking for trout-no, not a
fish. I'm doing a school paper on
trout lilies, bloodroot and other
spring plants. I have pictures of
them pushing through the leaf

































HERE 5 THE WORLD-FAMOUS
TRUFFLE HOUND 5ETTIN6









and I'll be back in about two
weeks to see if they're
blooming."
An elderly man wheezed.
-Where do they gel all that
energy? That lad has been up
and down the trail three times
today and he's still going like a
trip-hammer."
A Louisville couple, hungry
and chilled from a morning
hike, headed for the dining
room. "We got up at seven this
morning," she said, "and drove
here in two hours. It's a
beautiful Sunday, crisp and cold
outside-nice and warm in here.
We're starved."
A young couple in the gift
shop looked at turquoise rings.
-We spent our honeymoon here
in January," she laughed, "and
it was so warm I sun-bathed two
days on the small balcony off
our room." He added. "We're
just now getting around to
buying our rings." Both wanted
matching bands set with
genuine turquoise, but the man
also purchased a silver bracelet
as a surprise for his wife. "Her
birthday is next week," he
whispered.
At a table in a corner four
adults sipped coffee and talked
about sports. One couple saki
they planned a visit to Carter
Caves one weekend and to
Jenny Wiley the next, where
they would go boating in Dewey
Lake.
A man at the table explained
that he never allowed the
weather to interfere with a
planned or "spur of the
moment" visit to a park.
"There's always something to
enjoy. Our youngsters can learn
about nature, that's for sure.
They spend all their time
climbing and hiking, and we can
relax."
Any day is a good day for a
short drive to a nearby park,
whether the skies are clear and
the day is warm or the wind is







Baby Boy Dunlap (mother
Marsha A.), Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Marion S. Dortch, 5710
Locust Lane, Paducah, Kevin
P. Brooks, Rm. No. 816 White
Hall, Murray, Mrs. Blanche M.
Jines, New Concord, Laverne
Crouse, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Hendrika F. Cupan, Rt. 1,
Hardin, James A. Oakley, 735
Nash Dr., Murray, Master
David L. Walton, 707 Maple St.,
Benton, Mrs. Cozy Phillips,
Fern Terrace lodge, Murray,
Mrs. Bertie W. Waggoner, 900
Olive St., Murray, Mrs. Ruth M.
Ford, Rt, 4, Murray, Miss
Jessie V. Herndon, Rt. 2, Box 49,
Hazel, Mrs. Lavie P. Phelps, 410
S. 8th., Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Giles, 402 S. 12th., Murray.
WAVES BATON
ON 2 CONTINENTS
DETROIT (AP) - Aldo Cec-
cato, 40, appointed music direc-
tor of the Detroit Symphony in
May, hat been named general
'music director of the Hamburg
Philharmonic.
The Italian-born conductor
was selected in Hamburg by
unanimous vote of the mem-
bers of the orchestra.
He will assume his new
duties for an eight-week period
during the 1975-76 season With
the Detroit Symphony, &strati)
will conduct 18 weeks of con-









Specials just for you!








.4 Want To Buy
GOOD USED office desk
and chair. Call 753-8223
after 5 p.m.
USED LAWRENCE fish
Lo-K-Tor 300 LEP. Call
753-5701.
GOOD USED fold down
camper that sleeps 6-8
753-7546 after 5 p.m.
COINS-AMERICAN. Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Five silver dollars,
$25. Buying gold coins,
uncirculated. 21-pay $95.
$2.50 - pay $50. to $75. 25-
pay $80. $10-pay $110. $20-
pay $200. Paul F. Faivre.
753-9232.
JACK & JILL - Openings 
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service.
753-9922. .





Needs cosh or factorials
New or used building
materials, blocks, mor-





762-2154 or 492-8158 or
J. Roach 492-8158
5. lost And Found
LOST: SMALL red
Dachshund, male, part









TERPRISE, Box 26 ML,
Stanberry Mo, 64489.
CARPENTER Vr AN l'EU
- Good rough finished
carpenter. Call 753-9807.
RELIABLE PERSON
wanted for yard work.
Call 753-7160.
MAKE 11.00 per sale
selling engraved metal
social security cards.
Sample and details free.
Write Gregg Products,







to $2,000. Health, no




or propane tanks. We will
pay $150 for 250 gallon,
$225 for 500 gallon. 2350
for 1000 gallon. Proof of
ownership required. Dixie
Gas Company, Parma,
Mo. 63870. Phone 314-357-
4411.
15. Articles For Sale
DRESSES, SIZE 12. One
cape coat, size 12. Call
753-4137.
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.
16, Home Furnishings




THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




FOUR ROW or six row
International planter.
Call 492-8339.
641 FORD TRACTOR, 1959,
and equipment. Call 489-
2206.
1969 MODEL 660 Case
combine, 13 ft. bean head,
two row corn head, robot
and cab. Call 901-782-3782
weekends.
e3 p.m. and on
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60









489-2255 after 4:30 p.m.
20. Sports Equipment
14' LONE STAR boat and
trailer with 40 H.P.
Johnson motor, all in good
condition, $550. 489-2488 or
489-2537 after 5 p.m.
NICE 14' fiberglass
Runabout with trailer. 45
HP Mercury all safety
equipment included,
$600.00, Call 753-2234.











for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
LIMITED OPENINGS for
piano and organ lessons. J
& B Music, 753-7575.
['Get The Top Hits













100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,





MADE quilt, Wild Rose
pattern. Call 753-0845
after 3 p.m.





Azalia and other shrubs.
Sawmill lumber, com-






Is your business well-stocked with everything except customers? When
you're out of the paper ... you're out of mind ... because shopping
starts in the pages of this newspaper., And that's where selling begins!
Let us prove it to you, soon.
Murray Ledger 8z Times
Call Today 753-1916

































































FENCE SALE - Sears
preseason fence sale. Sale
price extended through
March 25. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimate.





Jones, March 28, 10 a.m. -
-9:30 p.m. Call 753-4931 for
more information.
-IND00H GYM set in-
cluding two sets bar bells.
Less than year old.
Bargain! 436-5690.
27. Mobile Home Sales
10 x 42 FURNISHED
mobile home, $2000. Call
753-3709 or 928-2401,
Smithland.
1972 12 x 65 three bedroom
carpet throughout,




12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air-
conditioning and heating.
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes (highway 94).
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbage pick
up furnished. Located lin
mile east of Murray. Will
be available first week in
April. Couples only. Call
753-8835 for appointment.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house for approximately
5125 in Murray area. Need
in May. 443-7759,
Paducah.
Kant HILLS IRMS 171'
31 Want To Rent
THREE BEDROOM
furnished house. Need by
March 27. Call 753-8474.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED OR un-
furnished two bedroom
duplex apartment at 1300











after 5 p. m.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electirc, un-
furnished one and two
bedroom apartments. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
RETIRED COUPLES
Where one is 62 or over. If your
net worth is leas than 15,000 not
counting furniture or car and
qualify, the govenament will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental. New 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments in Murray Manor,
Central air conditioning and









34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house,
redecorated, electric
heat, city water, four
miles east on 94. To right
couple. No pets. Call 753-
9409.
I Follow theEasterBumwtoEASTER SAVINGS c




• ill' ',Jr N.
37. Livestock - Supplies
LADIESWESTERN
saddle and gear. Call 753-






























sonal at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our
time is your time. Give us
a call or drop by the office
at 901 Sycamore Street,
753-7724.
THREE ACFLES located
just 500' north of Chandler
Park at Hamlin, Ky.
Property joins TVA lake
front Good building sites.
Nicely wooded. Electric
and phone at property.
Low price. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.


















I Mite East eft 94 it Old Awry Sawmill
7534141
WOULD YOU Lae to have
your cake and eat it too?
This income property
rents for $275 per month.
Ideal location on Olive for
$17,950. Call Wilma Real







located or. South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE
44. Lots For Sale
WATERFRONT LOT
(South two-thirds lot No.






Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
45 Farms For Sale
214 ACRE FARM almost,
all tendable lard with
• 'stock barn, property is all
s-fsnced, now is your
chance to get a good farm
at a reasonable price. Cali













' HOW MUCH ?I'
46 Homes For Sale
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
`couple. 753-0761. !!'
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
four years old, 1317 Kirk-
wood Drive. Phone 753-
7218
415e,
49 Used Cars & Trucks
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
trucks. 460 IH tractor.
1475 GMC with roll back
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May see at Ashland
Station in Coldwater.




39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
1969 CHEVROLET








fireplace, this home has
already been VA ap-
praised and is well worth
the price. Call us now for
viewing. Moffitt Realty,
7534597.
Winch tie swirreis scamper
in Hie weals lest ear% tif tins
imencente *roe bedroom brick
tint is pall. merlin fur 144 fir
it tine. Tin practical flier nen
will please tits fenny tint
Innis 1401 limo feet bet
whose bonen is anted.
Spring cleasiei already dein •
se take a Wei at this I.-
Be .. beeriest note
Criterbery...iles fesally nen
with fireplace ewe tore-car
Per tin reentry petters. -
*it two batman beam nested
se 11 epos will furrowing
bon*, 5000 Weisel Ina bin,
*stolen fern ime...lecsted
filo seinberest...priced to NE
Wison Real Estate
753-3263
NEW HOUSE for sale in
Gatesborough. 1Va story
contetnpory styled. Four
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
extras in house, including
Cathedral ceiling,




New house, 3 bedroom, 2
baths, located in city, in-
cludes den, utility room,
full garage, carpeted,
central heat & air, all
built-ins. Listing just
ran out. Owner has
reduced asking price to
$28,500. Call day-753-
0550, night-753-8261.
FRAME HOUSE and five
acres land. West of
Midway Call 492-8729





like new, priced to sell
753-0610 or 437-4196
49, Used Cars trucks









$400. 753-0703 after 4 p. m.
1974 VEGA, one owner, air
conditioned, radial tires,
good condition. Must sell.
$2700. 753-2211.
1973 CHEVROLET Im-




low mileage, one owner,
fully equipped, including
AM-FM stereo radio and
tape. 436-2427.
1963 FORD. FOUR door,
289 engine, good con-
dition. Phone 753-6787
1971 EL CAMINO, factory
air and wheels, power
steering and brakes,
radial tires, excellent






Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, id mile east













COMANCHE 16 ft travel
trailer, self-contained, air
conditioned, large gas
tanks. Also ping pong
table and set. 753-5703
51. Services Offered
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do house
and furnish shingles for
125.00 per square. Will
also do patch jobs. Phone
492-8829.
LICENSED TREE surgeon
will top trees or cut down
trees and haul away. Also
will trim shrubbery.
Experienced. See or call
Jim Pridemore, 436-5889.
JERRY'S REFINISHING
and Custom Built Fur-
niture, six miles south of





Free estimates. Call 753-
7915.
HIGH SCHOOL boy will
mow lawn. Call 753-6843.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or
















Assorted Styles a sizes
Murray Furniture
Mart
WP St Side Court Square 753-8676
Breakfast Special
-le Egg; Bacon; Ham, or Sausage.
,:ruits and Gravy or Toast
95' 
Plate Lunch









Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
PASCHALL PLUMBING &
Electirc. Well pump










Will Ed Bailey, 492-8897 or
Bobby Lawrence 492-8979.





12 years experience. Free
estimates. Call 7534351.
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray




efficient service. No Job




gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-











Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.
WILL DO trash and brush
hauling Reasonable





Now is the time to
prepare for spring. Free








GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, roto-




sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
cabins 24 a 24, gravel
hauling and driveways.
South of Murray to Paris
Landing. Lakeland
Construction. 436-2505.
WILL CARE for elderly
person in my trailer
horne. Mary Kinsolving,
7534456 or 753-6044. For
reference, call 474-2352
SMALL DOZER jobs
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p
m.
SONIC
"Food Service With The Speed Of Sound
Is Coming To Murray"
One of the fastest growing drive-in
chains in America
**ASSISTANT MANAGER needed for Sonic of
Murray"
Full-time employment with opportunity for: ad-
vancement. No food service experience necessary.
Opening date, approximately May 1.
Applicant may be male or female, must be in goad
health, and enjoy working with people. Leadership
ability is important. Only applicants with stable
work record need apply.
Mail resume-include picture, marital status,
education and work background, three character
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753-3134 753-3303 753-6177 ,
Murray, Ky. 1301 Chestnut Si.
Poke
753-1621
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Kelley's Termite 8 Pest
Control-- • •
100 S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-3914
If it has on engine we









Funeral services for Charles
E. Nelson, cousin of local
persons, were held Saturday at
two p.m. at Roth Funeral Home
Chapel, Paducah. Burial was in
the Benton Cemetery.
Among those from Murray
and Calloway County attending
the funeral were Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Brown and Mrs. Reba
Brown Miller, cousins of the
deceased.
Mr. Nelson, an employe of
Standard Oil Company,
Paducah, died unexpectedly
Wednesday at 11:55 a. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital. He
was a native of Marshall County
and the son of the late Hoyie and
Lucy Sutherlans Nelson.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Hilda Hiett Nelson, one
son, one daughter, four





Mrs. Oriena Geurin Suiter,
age 59, died Friday at 9:45 p.m.
at a hospital in Highland Park,
Mich. She was the wife of
Harley Sutter who died in 1954.
Survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Dole Salyer of Paducah
arid Mrs. Thelma Overton of
Ahoeficie, N. C.; two brothers,
Ewing Geurin of Detroit, Mich.,
and J. D. Geurin of Murray
Route Five; one aunt, Miss Dela
Stewart, 310 North Sixth Street,
Murray.
Funeral services will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Paul
Welch officiating. Burial will be
in the West Fork Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral




The funeral for Spencer
Alfred (Red) Burroughs of
Paris, Tenn., was held Saturday
at two p.m. at Le Don Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
with Rev. Jerry Lee officiating.
Burial was in the Olive Branch
Cemetery.
Mr. Burroughs, age 61, died
Thursday at William F. Bowld
Hospital, Memphis. Tema He is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Robbie Fields Burroughs;
daughter, Mrs. Patsy Ann
Garrison of Ypsilanti, Mich.,
one sister, one brother, and
three grandchildren.
The deceased was a retired
printer and had been employed
at the Ledger & Times, Murray.
Final Rites Held
For Wade Enoch
Final rites for Wade Fisher
Enoch of IA Vergne, Tenn.,
were held Sunday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Roy
Enoch, a nephew, officiating.
Pallbearers were Bud Gibbs,
Joe Enoch, Rex Enoch, Rob
Enoch, Dwaine Gibbs, Dennis
Graham, and Stan Morrill, all
nephews. Burial was in the West
Fork Cemetery.
Mr. Enoch, age 61, died
Thursday at a hospital at
Madison, Term. He was the son
of the late Mr. and Mrs. Connie
T. Enoch. Survivors include his
wife, Mrs. Mildred Gibbs
Enoch, two daughters, one
sister, two brothers including




The funeral services for
James Aldridge, age 77, were
held Sunday at two p. m. at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church at
Hazel with Rev. W. T. Atkins of
South Fulton, Tenn., officiating
Burial was in the Puryear
Cemetery.
Mr. Aldridge, retired em-
ploye of Laird Brick Company,
Puryear, was pronounced dead
on arrival at the Henry. County
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.,
on Wednesday at 9:30 p. m.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Charlie Aldridge, and daughter.
Debra. Puryoar, -1/WW
James and Tit/non of Puryear,





Lea L. Warren of Benton
Route Five died this morning at
8:15 at the Benton Municipal
Hospital. He was 87 years of
age.
The deceased was a member
of the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, and was
the son of the late Nathaniel and
Martha Ross Warren. He was
preceded in death by two sons,
011is Warren of Murray and
Kelzie Warren of Hardin.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruthie Beggs Warren, Benton
Route Five; two sons, Elroy
Warren Hardin Route One, and
Glen Warren, Hardin: step
son, Ray Hutchens, Hopkin-
sville; seven grandchildren; six
step grandchildren; twelve
great grandchildren; four step
great grandchildren; four great
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with Rev.
L E. Moore, Eura Mathis, and
Dennis Waters officiating.
Burial will be in the Unity
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home of Benton where





Rex A. Thompson, director of
business and administrative
services at Murray State
University, was among 76
participants from across the
country selected to attend the
Institute for Academic Deans
and Business Officers in
Orlando, Fla., March 9-14.
Conducted by the Office of
Leadership Development in
Rex A. Thompson
Higher Education of the
American Council on Education
in cooperation with the National
Association of College and
University Business Officers,
the meeting included
representatives of both public
and private institutions of high
education.
Participants selected by the
American Council on Education
represented the academic and
financial areas of ad-
ministration from 17 colleges
and universities in 33 states and
a total enrollment of 765,000
students.
The program during the in-
stitute consisted of an intensive
offering of seminars and case






secretary for education of the
U. S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare;
William Van Alstyne. president
of the American Association of
University Professors and a law
professor at Duke University:
Peter Masiko, Jr., president of
Miami-Dade Community
College; Harold Hodgkinson,
project director for research
and development in higher
education at the University of
California at Berkley and
named by President Ford to
become the next director of the
National Institute for













FLOATING C1TY—Aquapoks, the floating city and shopiece for Okinawa's Ocean Expo 75, is
completed at shipbuilding yard in Hiroshima. The structure is 182 feet long, 130 feet wide, 41
feet tall. It is floated on 4 giant steel pontoons and has 16 cylindrical columns for its base. The




May Defer Gas Price Hike
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
energy program being drafted
in Congress may defer higher
gasoline taxes until states first
have a chance to save fuel
through some type of allocation
program, says Chairman Al
Ullman of the House Ways and
Means Committee.
However. Ullman predicted
that an allocation program
would result in failure and
higher gasoline taxes are
inevitable. He has proposed a
plan that would increase the
gasoline tax up to 37 cents a
gallon by 1980 on gasoline
beyond a basic weekly nine-
gallon allotment. The federal
tax now is four cents a gallon.
Ullman said Sunday that the
possible experiment with state
allocation programs would be a
means of "putting our two
program in place." Once the al-
location program "breaks
down, you trigger in the gaso-
line tax. There's a possibility of





EDDYVILLE, Ky. AP — A
current program on dangers of
alcohol and drugs conducted by
inmates of the Kentutky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville is the
best community relations pro-
gram in the history of the in-
stitution, says Supt. Henry
Cowan.
"The men have done a good
job," Cowan recently said of
the inmate groups, who have
lectured to about 50 student
bodies and numerous civic
groups since the program was
started about a year ago.
"They speak sincerely, and
having been down the road they
warn of, they seem to hit the
audiences pretty hard," he
said.
Cowan said the group has in-
vitations stacked up, many of
which had to be turned down
because of conflicting dates.
Three current members of
the team are Michael Cain, Ar-
nold Alexander, and William
Grimes, all of Louisville.
The fourth calls himself sim-
ply -Gene K." As a representa-
tive of Alcoholics Anonymous,
he does not use his full name in
Ullman's committee has been_
negotiating with Federal Ener-
gy Administrator Frank G.
Zarb to reach a compromise
between congressional energy. --
programs and the oil import
fee increase imposed by Presi-
dent Ford. Zarb said last week
the administration and the
Committee are "in 60 per cent
agreement on an energy
Prograln."---a 
In the past Ford has strongly
opposed a gasoline tax in-
crease. Higher gasoline taxes
also face some heavy Demo-
cratic opposition.
Ullman indicated the alloca-
tion plan was being considered
as a compromise maneuver to
win support for his gasoline tax
proposals.
He disclosed that the state al-
location program now under
discussion would call for the
administration to reduce oil im-
ports arid then give states a
specific allocation. "... Then




-You can drink yourself into
prison, but you can't drink
yourself out," he recently told
a Hopkinsville audience.
Grimes, 28, told of a decline
in his life after he began using
drugs — first marijuana and
later heroin.
, "Drugs lead to two places —
the graveyard or the prison,"
Grimes said.
Alexander, 27, related the ex-
perience of being thrown out of
an eastern university and los-
ing a tennis scholarship.
"Overdoses are easy — some
kill you instantly, while others
kill you in two or three hours,"
Alexander told students.
Cain, 27, said he was a suc-
cessful radio station manager
and disc jockey before starting
to take "diet pills" he found in
a medicine cabinet.
"You don't have to take
drugs to be in trouble; just
take money from one dude to
another dude and pills from
that dude back to the other
dude, and there's a cell with
your name on it waiting down
there at Eddyville," he said.
Study Places Blame For
High Burley Leaf Costs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Costs for farmers marketing
burley tobacco in Kentucky are
high partly because of heavy
excess warehouse capacity, an
unpublished University of Ken-
tucky study reportedly says.
The Louisville Courier-Jour-
nal, in today's editions, quotes
the report as saying ware-
houses are fully used for less
than two complete sales days
each year. The report was pre-
pared by the university's De-
partment of Agricultural Eco-
nomics.
The newspaper said the re-
plerpoilited to the large in-
vestments and the short time
the warehouses are used during
the year as reasons for high
sales costs.
The report says farmers paid
burley tobacco warehousemen
$24.5 million in marketing their
1974 crop, with the typical sales
charge $6.13 per hun-
dredweight.
The president of the Burley
Auction Warehouse Assoccia-
lion, Phil Wells, said warehouse
charges aren't out of propor-
tion.
"With inflation, labor costs
and the warehouse sitting va-
cant 40 weeks out of the year,
the charges aren't high," he
said.
Another warehouseman said
charges are excessive and that
he would reduce fees this sea-
son. Sam K. Crawford, man-
ager of Growers Tobacco Ware-
house and Star Tobacco Ware-
house in Shelbyville, said "We
think this is the crux of the
matter — to bring warehouse
costs and charges down."
The chairman of the Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau Feder-
ation's tobacco marketing com-
mittee, William H. Balder Jr.. 
of Danville, said the fee reduc-
tion is in the right direction
"But when you compare the
charges to other marketing
areas, it's still too high,- he
said.
conservation measures that
they can use in order to get by
with what they've got," he
said.
States probably would try
such techniques as closing serv-
ice stations on Sunday, Ullman
said on ABC-TV's "Issues and
Answers."
In another energy develop-
ment, a congressional survey
- said that automatic price hikes
granted to electric and gas util-
(ties last year because of in-
creased fuel bills cost coo-
surners about $6.5 billion, more
than all the rate increases
granted in the previous 25
years.
Fuel adjustment increases,
now a common clause in most
utility tariffs, represented the
bulk of nearly $10 billion in rate
increases granted to utilities
last year, said a survey re-




Secretary William T. Coleman
Jr. said the federal government
will continue to seek enforce-
ment of the 55-mile-an-hour
speed limit. Highway deaths
have been reduced by 9,400
since the 55-mile speed limit
was established, Coleman said
on NBC-TV's "Meet the Press."
Vietnam. . .
t Continued from Page 1)
The continuing military offen-
sive has created almost one
million South Vietnamese refu-
gees.
In Cambodia, the American
airlift of rice, ammunition and
fuel resumed after a two-day
suspension due to shelling of
the Phnom Penh airport.
The lost provinces constitute
more than a fifth of South Viet-
nam's territory and had a pop-
ulation of about 2 million
people.
But nearly half are reported
to have fled to Saigon, Da
Nang, Qui ?Mon and other
cities still under control by the
government.
North and South Vietnamese
infantry and tanks battled Sun-
day 10 miles southeast of Tay
Ninh City, the threatened pro-
vincial capital 55 miles north-
west of Saigon. The South Viet-
namese military command
claimed 182 North Vietnamese
were killed and two of their
tanks destroyed. Government
losses were not reported.
But the command also report-
ed the loss of two outposts and
a hamlet near Tay Ninh, which
is believed to be the next Com-
munist target.
STOCK MARKET*
Retiring MSU Security Officer
Recalls 18 Years Of Campus Life
By J. Erick Foreman
"My saddest moment on
Murray's campus was the death
4L. 4sIA W,Carryna spa the
first president of this univer-
sity," recalled ira "Bud"
Kemp, the 69-year-old retiring
security officer of Murray State
University.
July 1975, marks the 18th year
Bud, as he is referred to by
nearly everyone, will have been
employed by Murray State.
What's he going to do upon his
retirement?
-Fish in the summer and hunt
squirrel during the fall and
winter months," Bud rejoiced.
"I don't believe that I'll seek
another job—just gonna sit back
and relax."
Bud and his wife Daisy reside
at 1600 Ryan Ave. He was born
in Graves County but stage six,
he moved to Calloway County
where he attended Edgehill
Elementary. He is a member of
Martin's Chapel Methodist
Church as well as a member of
Masonic Lodge No. 105 F&A,M.
"I left school after the 8th
grade around 1925 to go visit my
sister in Detroit and ended up
getting a job at an auto body
making industry," Kemp says.
"I worked there for a short time
before going to work for
Chrysler for around four or five
years. I then went to work for
the Ford industry where I
remained =till 1956."
In July 1957, nearly a year
after returning from Michigan,
Bud became a member of
Murray State's staff as a
painter at which he worked for
about six weeks before getting
laid off. He recalls accepting
the security position before the
beginning of the fall semester.
"At that time the Security
Office operated under J. Matt
Sparkman who was Dean of
Students and our office was in
Wrather Hall which at that time
was the Administration
Building," boasted Bud. "I
worked under Dean Sparkman
for 12 or 13 years as well as
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County Judges To
Hear New Plan For
Coal Tax Revenues
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
With an eye toward the 1976
General Assembly, a coalition
of county judges from 43 coal-
producing Kentucky counties
was to hear details today of a
new plan for distributing coal
severance tax revenues.
Spokesmen for the Kentucky
Coal County Coalition say they
hope to have the legislature re-
vise the distribution method.
They have said they will seek
support for their proposals
from candidates in the fall gen-
eral election.
The formula explained today
would provide $71 million for
aid to the state's school dis-
tricts and to the coal counties,
The Louisville Courier-Journal
& Times reported.
Perry County Judge Babe C.
Noplis was to present the plan
which reportedly includes hav-
ing the severance tax applied
to the selling price of coal in-
stead of to the value of the coal
at the mine, as currently is
done.
Such a change would increeise
by two-thirds the state's
present income per ton from
the tax, coalition officials say.
Noplis earlier had said $36
million would be returned to all
but the two wealthiest of the
185 school districts in Ken-
tucky, under his plan.
He said another $25 million
would be returned to the coal
counties with no restrictions on
how it would be spent.
working Under Mr. Norman
Lane, Mr. Orrin Bickle, and
new Dr. Tom Hogancarnp.
11 enjoyed working-under aff-
of those gentlemen. Col. Lance
Booth you know, became
Director of Security for a year
and was replaced by our
present director Mr. Orman
Price, When Col. Booth took
over you see, we were in the
Student Union Building which
must have been around 1966. So
you can see this office has been
on the move."
There was a time when Bud
patrolled the campus afoot. The
campus then covered a small
area of the now 190-acre in-
stitution.
"Yeah, I knew everybody
then—both students and
faculty. I recall an enrollment a
little less than 2200. Now I
hardly know anybody," he said
jokingly. "Occasionally, I see a
few of the students who at that
time were sweethearts and are
now married and have a few
kids and still remember ole
Bud."
Sitting on the edge of a
comfortable looking black
cushioned chair behind Chief of
Security Joe Greene's desk,
Bud lights up a cigarette and
continues by recalling how he
has reduced his cigarette habit
and occasionally puffs on his
favorite brown and black
wooden pipe.
"Baseball and basketball are
right down my alley,— he
grinned with an authoritative
expression. "I occasionally
receive Christmas cards from
Coach Johnny "Red" Reagan
with a photograph of him and
the whole team."
Bud's brother Charles, who
recently left the campus
security force, explains with a
bit of humor the nickname
given to brother Ira.
"Well, Bud was the oldest of
the five kids. We would call him
brother but my baby sister
couldn't say brother but called
him "Budder" instead and
since it has been shortened to
"Bud."
Times have been hard but life
has been good to Bud. He claims
not to have any hobbies other
than his supreme love for
fishing and hunting. He and his
wife have, however, gotten
together a couple of summers
with cousins to travel out West
to Arizona and Colorado. He and
his wife have no children, yet he
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"Wyatt Earp they call me
sometimes," Bud howled with a
laugh. "Some even call me
'Pepe, whiehi dent!
'em all and I'm gonna miss 'em
from the president down to the
students. But I'll be back from
time-to-time 'cause I just live
across the street, you know,"
chuckled the reminiscent-
weary officer.
Realizing that another work
day had ended, Officer Kemp
neatly uniformed in navy blue
slacks spotted with gray specks
of ashes and a light blue shirt,
slowly rose from his seat as
though taking his final view of
the office Knocking the ashes
from his slacks, he took one
final drag on the butt. Between
several successive raucous
coughs, the little man crushed
the life out of the cigarette
reached for another one, and





PADUCAH, Ky. (API — The
Kentucky Airport Zoning Com-
mission has until April 6 to ap-
peal a Federal Aviation Admin-
istration I FAA) declaration
saying that no hazard to air na-
vigation will be posed by two
804-foot smokestacks to be built
near Barkley Field.
The stacks are seen as poten-
tially deadly aircraft hazards
by Richard Roof, manager of
the airport which was used by
100,000 passengers and two
commercial airlines in 1974.
The high stacks are to be
built by the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) to dilute sul-
fur dioxide gases from the coal-
fired Shawnee steam electric
generating plant. The plant's
existing stacks are 200 feet
high.
The TVA says the stacks
would be Lighted and monitored
to comply with FAA regu-
lations. It also says a special
marking system will be in-
stalled on each of the stacks.
Roof agreed that the chim-
neys would meet legal require-
ments. "However, 18 years of
flying experience has taught
me that one can fly very legal-
ly and still be dead," he said.
The FAA noted that an asso-
ciation of pilots and aircraft
owners had charged that the
stacks would interfere with a•
proposed instrument approach
system to the airport at nearby
Metropolis, Ill.
But the FAA said the stacks
would not affect the proposal
for the system.
For 10 months 1864-1865 Gen-
erals Robert E. Lee and U.S.
Grant engaged in a military
struggle in a semicircle around
Petersburg, Va., covering 170
square miles, the largest single
battlefield in the U.S.
i141111 mores 1
by William M. Boyd
In primitive societies before minted
coins were available, trading was con-
ducted with shells, beads, iron, cloth,
gin or rum and tobacco, among other
things which could be used as
"money".
By law, no interest may be paid on demand
deposits.. checking accounts.. but the convenience of paying





There will be a meeting of all those interested
in electing Julian Carroll Governor at the
Calloway County Courthouse, Tuesday, March
25, at 7:30 p.m.
Everyone interested is invited to come.
Featured speaker Richard Lewis
Paid for by Julian Carroll Campaign Committee Sid Easley, Treasurer
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